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Abstract 

This thesis deais with an important issue in molecular modeling: the quuntifatative 

characteri;ation of macrornolecular shape. Our research is motivated by the pracrical 

applications of molecular recognition techniques. in particular for the design of ne w 

phamiaceutical products and polymeric materials. Ho wever. the study of pol ymer shape is 

also important in basic research, since it helps in understanding the interactions between 

macromolecules, solvent. and adsorbing surfaces. 

Although some aspects of the shape behaviour of macromolecules in three 

dimensions are understood, the shape behaviour of polymen in two dimensions is not as 

well developed. An in-depth knowledge of rwo-dimensional polymers is useful for several 

problerns. including the characterization of adsorbed polymers and phase transitions in 

grafted or confined polymers. In this thesis. 1 present original results that contribute to 

advance the research in this field. 

This thesis deals with a new approach to studying polymer shape. which involves 

the entanglement propenies of two-dimensional polymen. In more detail. this thesis 

presents three important contributions: 

(0 

(ii) 

(iii) 

A theory and an algorithm to evaluate polymer self-entanglements by computing the 

probabilities of overcrossings in a two-dimensional space. 

The characterization of the mean shape behaviour of rnolecular entanglemenü in two- 

dimensional self-avoiding walk polymen with excluded volume interaction. 

The characterization of the molecular shape of regular poIymer conformations. as well 

as two-dimensional projections of protein backbones. 

In addition to the original results, I devote one chapter to review and discuss general 

aspects of the molecular shape of polymer models with variable dimension. 
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0.0 PREFACE 

The concept of "molecula. shape" is of fundamental importance in chemistry. 

Applications in dnig design. toxicology, and protein engineering require some cnteria to 

establish whether molecules resemble each other or not. Yet, the notion of shape 

similarity is difficult to assess quantitatively using a single property. One must properly 

talk of different aspects of molecular shape. These cm comprise features such as 

molecular volume, surface are& or the mggedness of a molecular surface. If the mokcule 

is large (e.g.. a polymer or a protein), one can replace the molecular surface by a 1- 

dimensional (ID) object, its backbone. Polymer backbones can have different topologies 

(e.g., linear. branched, linked, or knotted). Charactenzing the shape features of these 

"molecular curves" is relevant to understanding the stmcture and properties of 

macromolecules. 

In this thesis, 1 contribute to develop the techniques for analyzing the shape of 

macromolecular curves. in particular. when they are built in two dimensions. My main 

objective is to achieve a better understanding and characterization of two dimensionai 

(2D) polymer models. Two-dimensionai polymer rnodels are relevant to rnany 

phenornena, ranging from surface adsorption to dielectric breakdown. In addition, they 

are "toy models" that cm be used to study the behaviour of macromolecules in cellular 

membranes and folding rnechanisrns for proteins. Despite their apparent simplicity. the 

anaiysis of molecular shape for 2D polymen is less developed than their 3D counterpart. 



The thesis has a total of 6 chapters. Chapter 1 is introductory and establishes the 

necessary theoretical background. It presents a discussion on 2D molecular models and 

summarizes relevant results in the literature on their mean shape behaviour. 

Chapter 2 introduces the new concept of bond-bond overcrossings in two 

dimensions. This notion is used to provide a quantitative measure of an important aspect 

of 2D molecular shape: the occurrence of self-entanglements in a pof-vmer: Frorn the 

theoretical viewpoint, this chapter is one of the major contributions of this work. 

Chapter 3 discusses the generation of self-avoiding waiks in the contin;um. as well 

as the programs for the calculation of their molecular shape. By using off-lattice polymer 

models. Our results should provide a more realistic description of actual. medium-sized- 

chah molecules. 

Chapter 4 presents original results on modelling the rnean molecular shape features 

of 2D random polymers. These polymea are modelled with a purely repulsive excluded 

volume interaction. In this chapter, 1 discuss three main points: (1)  The dependence of the 

attrition rate of 2D-walks in the continuum on chain length and excluded volume. (2)  The 

mean molecular size properties of chains in the ZD-continuum. as a test for reaching the 

scaling (or asymptotic) regirne of long chains. (3) The analysis of the mean behaviour of 

molecular entanglements and asphericity for random chains in the ZDcontinuum. 

Chapter 5 provides original results for modelling 2D regular (as opposed to 

randorn) conformafions. The four sections in this chapter discuss: ( 1 )  the shape of 2D 

projections of 3D protein backbones; (2) the molecular shape of regular all-tram linear 

chahs (as a mode1 of a 2D "perfect" helix); (3) the kolecular shape of a helical bundle 



polymer, and (4) A cornparison of the shape of a 2D protein projection with those for 

random wdks with excluded volume interaction and regular dl-trans chains. . 

In chapter 6. 1 close with a brief summary of conciusions and a sketch of possible 

directions for hiture research. The bibliographie references to the entire thesis follow after 

chapter 6. 

Finaiiy, the cornputer programs (written in FORTRAN 77) developed dunng my 

research are included as Appendices. 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Macromolecular models of variable dimension 

Characterizing the shape of a macromolecule is at the heart of rnany applied fields. 

including the synthesis of new dmgs and polymeric materials such as plastics. As well. 

understanding the stability of molecular folding features is essential in structural 

biochemistry of proteins and nucleic acids. For these reasons, a great deal of theoretical 

and expimental work has been devoted to building better descriptions of polymer shape. 

From the theoretical viewpoint, various aspects of macromolecular shape has been studied 

extensively in the past few years. These include studies of moleculor size and ifs scaling 

behaviour ~ G u i l l o u  and Zinn-Justin 1980, 1985, Havlin and Ben-Avraham 1983, 

Djordjevic et al. 1983, Lyklema and Kremer 1985. Rivman 1984, Hunter et al. 1986. 

Dayantis and Palieme 199 1. 1994. 1996. Arteca 1994~. 1995a. 1995b. 1 W6b. Barat et al. 

1995, Aariio Reis 1996, Shannon et al. 1996, Sokd 1996, Caracciolo et al. 19981, 

entanglement properties Fuller 197 1, Dill 1984, White and Bauer 1986. Lacher and 

Sumners 1991. Koniaris and Muthukumar 1991, Janse van Rensburg et al. 1992. 1996. 

Arteca 1993, 1994a. Baumgartner 1993, Orlandini et al. 1994. Vologodskii and Covarelli 

1994. Golding and Kantor 19971, and anisometry of polymers [Guttmann 1984. Rudnick 

and Gaspari 1986, 1987, Diehl and Eise~egler 1989. Deguchi and Tsurusaki 1997. 

Sciutto 1994, Wittkop et al. 19961. The objective'of this thesis is to make a further 



contribution to the understanding of polymer shape, particularly. to  the entanglernenr 

properîies of two-dirnensional(2~) poiymen. 

Simple polymea are chains comprising repeated building blocks, the monomen. 

These monomers interact among themselves via ' nonbonded in~amolecular forces 

consisting of a strong short-range repulsive term and a weak long-range attractive 

interaction. In a good solvent or at high temperatures (T > TB), the polymer chain tends to 

swell sirnply because the solvent screens the attractive interactions (or because the higher 

intemal energy allows the polymer to surpass easily the rotational barriers that would keep 

it compact). On the other hand, in a bad solvent or at low temperatures (T c Te), the 

chains collapse because the attractive tems prevail when solvent is excluded. Here, Te 

indicates the "8-temperature" of o polymer. At this temperature, the second virial 

coefficient for the solute's compressibility vanishes. signaling that repulsive and attractive 

forces are at a balance. A polymer at the 0-temperature is said to be in "ideal" conditions. 

(The 0-temperature of a solute is equivalent to the Boyle temperature in a real gas.) In 

actual polymers, e-temperature depends on the solvent mory 19691. In mode1 polyrners, 

the %temperature condition can be achieved by setting the attractive and repulsive tems 

equal to zero. 

Experimentdly, by using light scattering, one can obtain measures of the rnean size 

of a po'ymer [Tanford 196 1 1. At the molecular lever, this mean size can be conveyed in 

turn by the mean radius of gyration or the mean end-to-end distance in the chain. 

However. when the polymer concentration is extremely dilute. it is difficult to extract 

results fiom experiments on the size of a single polymer chah  Similady, it is dificult to 



obtain experimental information on the dynamical behaviour of single chain, Le., the time 

evolution of its shape descriptors. Thug cornputa simulation have becorne the main tool 

to study the effect of intramolecular forces on the shape and size of a polymer chah in 

dilute solutions. Computer simulations provide a description nom which we can extract 

stmctural Uifonnation and cornpute the molecuiar size. 

In order to study the confornuitional properties of a macromolecule in a solvent. 

we need a model to relate the mean molecular sire to features such as monomer-monomer 

interaction. The most comrnonly used model is the selfSNiding r d o m  walk Madras 

and Slade 1996, Sokal 19961. Often these waks are studied on lattices with variable 

dimension. Common two-dimensional lattices include the square, the triangular, and the 

honeycomb lattices. Cornmon three-dimensional lattices include the cubic and diamond 

lattices. In a iattice model of linear polymers, a polymer conformation can be seen as a 

w& where the monomer-monomer bond distance is represented by the lattice constant 

and the size of polymer chah by some masures of the walk le@. 

Until now, most research has focused on threedimensional systems. For instance, 

the scating behaviour of three-dimensional polymers in a given solvent is well estab iished. 

Ln the case of the rnean-square radius of gyration, (g ) , of a linear polymer consisting of 

n monomer units, we find the leading asymptotic behanor Madras and Slade 19961: 



where v is the critical aponent, sometimes referred to as the sue-scaling exponent. Ui 

the case of a chain in a good solvent, the critical exponent is estirnated to be v = 0.588. 

This is a universal exponent, i.e., exady the same for al1 polymers and solvents (provided 

only that the temperature is above the d-temperanire for the given polymer-solvent pair. 

and that the polymer is long enough to reach the asymptotic regime). The two coefficients 

a and b are nonuniversal, i.e., they depend on the polymer, solvent. and temperature. The 

exponent A is the correction-to-scaiing exponent, generally taken to be A z 0.5 [Madras 

and Sokal 1988, Dayantis and Palieme 19941, although it is known with poor precision. 

The constant a in eq. [ I .  11 is not universal, but depends on the solute and solvent pair. 

An expression such as  eq. [ l .  11 contains a great deal of information on the 

structure and shape of polymen. Its interpretation is nontrivial. For example, early work 

by Fiory [1953. 19691 provided a mean-field-theory value for v, leading to the result 

VF = 3/(2+D), where D is the dimensionality of the space. The s ~ a l l e d  "Flory exponent" 

VF (an approximation to the expenmental v value) gives 3/5 in 3-dimensions, with an 

apparent agreement to the experimentai and numerical results that indicate v = 0.588. 

However, results consistently give v, c v~ and the difference cannot be accounted for in 

the Flory theory. As shown by de Gennes [1979], the agreement is due to a rather 

fortuitous cancellation of errors. Zn other words. even in the case of 3D polymers. the 

interpretation of mean molecular shape data is by no means straightforward. The situation 

is even more marked in 2D polymers. In this case, the characterization of swollen 2D- 

chahs (Le.. those with repulsive monomer-monomer interaction) has only recently begun 

to be undentood [Dayantis and Palierne 1996. Wittkop et al. 19961. 
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A detailed knowledge of 2D polymen can be usehl in several fields. Perhaps, one 

of the most important applications of 2D macromolecular rnodels is in the char.acterization 

of adsorbed polymers and phase trnnsitiom in grafed or confined polymers 

~ammersley et al. 1982, Wiegel 1983. De'Bell and Lookrnan 1993. Maganov and 

Whango 19961. These phenomena can be modeled by 2D self-avoiding walks. Two- 

dimensional random walks can also be used tc mode1 other physical processes. For 

example, random polymers are typical examples of disordered systems, and share common 

features with other physical problems exhibiting randornness [Chan and -Di11 1993. 

Frauenfelder and Wolynes 1994, Aariio Reis 1996, Aste 1997. Nelson et al. 1997. Vuppu 

et al. 1997, Kometa et ai. 19981. For this reason, the study of 2D macromolecules is 

relevant to understanding two-dimensional random ceilufar structures [Aste 1997. 

Kometa et al. 19981. Random cellular structures c m  be observed in natural phenomena. 

such as crack patterns (produced by the thermal shock in cerumies) and soap froths. 

where space is randornly partitioned into cells. As well, 2Dchains are found in phenomena 

modelled by two-dimensional percolation theory [Stauffer and Aharony 19921. including 

Iiquid dimion, crystal growth on a surface, fonnatio-n of gels, distribution of oil und gas 

inside porous rocks, spreading of furest fires, dielectric breakdown, and fracture patterns 

[Caldarelli et al. 19981. 

In view of these applications, we have much interest in studying the characteristic 

shape features of 2D polymen. Most of the previous work in the literature has invoived 

self-avoiding walk lattice models. These models have some shortcomings since they 

constrain the shapes of the chains to set pattems (those of the lattice). In order to obtain a 



more dis t ic  charafterization of 2D polymers, we shall use in this thesis a continuum 

(off-lattice) model, instead of a lattice model, whenever necessary. 



1.2 Mean conformational properties: size 

To characterize a macromolecular conformation, we employ molecular shape 

descriptors. Molecular shape descripton are in general mathematical functions that use 

geometrïcal or topological properties of the nuclear configuration to convey certain 

aspects of the molecular shape wezey 1993, Arteca 1996b3. Molecuiur size is the 

simplest of these feanires. Perhaps, the most commody used molecular shape descriptor 

which measures size of a moIecule is the instantaneous radius of gyration (&), associated 

with a "frozen" conformation. In centre-of-mass coordinates, it is expressed as nanford 

19611: 

where mi is the mass of the i-th nucleus, MT the total nucIear mass, and r, is the distance of 

the i-th nucleus to the centre-of-mass (that is, r, is the position vector when using the 

centre of mass as origin). Often in Our computer simulations, we will deal with the case 

where al1 particles have the same mass (e-g., a-carbon backbones). In this case, we obtain: 



Note that eqs. 11.21 and 11.31 are valid for molecular c h a h  of arbitrary dimemionaüty D. 

In this work, we are especially interesteci in two-dimensional chahs (i.e., D = 2). 

Another molecular shape descriptor which also masures molecular size is the span 

(R) of a single conformation. It is defined as the radius of the smallest sphere. centered at 

the center of mas,  which completely encloses the distribution of nuclei [Arteca 1996bI: 

where the double vertical bars indicate the nom or length of a vector. 

The radius of gyration RG contains more information than the span R, as RG provides an 

absolute measure of molecular compactness. For example, if most nuclei are close to the 

center of mass, the value of RG will be very small. In other words. the contributioa of a 

few far nuclei to RG may be negligible. If the value of Rc is averaged over al1 k conformen 

accessible to a molecule, we can define the mean (or conformationally-averaged) radius of 

gyration. (In the continuum. k -tao. In a lanice, k is finite.) This mean square value is: 

where (R:) is the R; -value for the s-accessible conformer. The ergodic hypothesis of 

statistical mechanics WcQuame 19731 ensures us that É R: > can also be cornputed as a 

dynarnic time average: 



where (t) is the instantaneous - d u e  at time f .  (In this thesis. we resort to 

configurational sarnpling, not dynamics). Many properties of are known as a 

function of the number of monomers n, dimensionaiity D, and type of solvent. Here, I 

summarize the main r d t s  briefly. 

(a) Linear polymer in dimension D = 3: 

As discussed before (eq. [l  . II), the general fomi of the configurationally-averaged 

mean-square radius of gyration is: (g ) = an2' [ l + b W ]  , including 6rst-order corrections 

to scaling. In a good solvent, or above the û-temperature Te ( where the repulsive forces 

between monomers of a given rnacromolecule dominates), the renotmalization group 

prediaion for the critical scaling exponent v is 0.5880 + 0.00 15 [Baker et ai. 1978, 

LeGuillou and Zinn-Justin 1980, 1985, 1989, Albert 19821 or 0.5872 f 0.00 14 Murray 

and Nickel 19911. The Monte Cario simulations m a d m  and Sokd 1988, Rapaport 

1 98 Sa] and exact enumeratiodextrapolation techniques [Guttmann 1 9891 estimate the 

value of v around 0.592 + 0.002. A simulation Fi et al. 19951 with walks of length up to 

N = 80,000 gave the value of v = 0.5877 f 0.0006, with a data analysis that included a 

correction-to-scaling exponent A z 0.5 majid et al. 1983, Zifferer 1990, Caracciolo et al. 

199 1, Dayantis 1994, Li et al. 19951. A most recent high-statistics simulation pedersen et 



al. 19961 for the off-lanice Kratky-Porod mode1 with excluded volume gave the value of V 

= 0.5880 t 0.0018. Thus, From the above results, one can conclude that the most iikely 

exponent is v = 0.588, a univenal value for al1 good solvents or for T > Te. 

In a specific solvent or at the &temperature (where the attractive and repulsive 

forces between monomea compensate each other), the critical scaling exponent is well 

known to be Ve = 1/2 mory 1969, Duplantier 1987, Grosberg and Kuznetsov 1992. 

Wittkop et al. 19961. 

Below the e-ternperature (where the attractive forces between monomers prevail 

and the polymer is most compact), the critical scaling exponent is entirely dictated by the 

dimensionality of the space, v = 1ID, that is, v = 113 in three dimensions mory 1969. 

Gennes 1975, 1978, Winkop et al. 19961. We cm understand this latter exponent with a 

simple argument. Let V, be the mean volume contribution assigned to a monomer. 

When the polymer adopts its most compact conformation. its total volume (Vmtd) will 

rvidently be proportional !O the number of rnonomers: 

Since Vmtd is the volume of a nearly spherical polymer conformation, V,, = 4x ~ : / 3 .  

from where we conclude: 



(b) Linear polymer in dimension D = 2: 

Also in this case, the mean radius of gyration takes a farniliar asymptotic form. By 

using a series of corrections to scaling, we can wnte from eq. [l. 11: 

where A, is the i-th correction-to-scaling exponent, a, b. c are the corresponding 

coefficients. It is ody recently that cornputer simulations have begun to provide some 

quantitative information on the parameten appearing in eq. [1.9] for D = 2. 

When the simulation temperature is above the &temperature, it is well established 

that the cnticai scaling exponent is V = 3/4 munter et al. 1986, Tobochnik et al. 1982. 

Baumgartner 1982. Dayantis and Palierne 19961. However, much controveny exists about 

the value of the fifint correction-to-scaling exponent Al. Various techniques have k e n  

applied to snidy eq. [1.9], including renozmalization-group approaches [LeGuillou and 

Zinn-Justin 1980, 19851 and exact enurneration or Monte Carlo estimates Badin  and 

Ben-Avraham 1983. Meirovitch 1983. Privman 1984, Guttmann 1984. Lyklema and 

Kremer 1985, Rapaport 1 %Sb, Hunter 19861. These methods provide contradictory 

results for AI, widely ranging between 0.66 and 1.2. 

At the &temperature, recent studies indicate that the exact value of the critical 

exponent V = 417 [Duplantier and Saleur 1987, 1989. Vandenande 1988, Bradley 1989, 



Wittkop et al. 19961. Below the &temperature. as discussed in eq. [1.7], the critical 

raling exponent is dictated by the dirnensionality. Therefore, in two dimensions the value 

is v = ln mory 1969. de Gennes 1975,1978]. 

1.3 Mean conformational properties: anisometry 

In D dimensions, the degree to which a spatial distribution of nuclei deviates from 

a @-1)-sphere constitutes an aspect of its shape known as unisornetry. Let us indicate the 

principal moments of inertia of a molenile (that is the eigenvalues of the inertia rnatrix 1) 

by { ii, , 1 4 i S D ) , where D is the dirnensionality of the space (D 2 1 ). The anisornetry of 

the molecule c m  be expressed in terms of these moments. One useful descriptor of 

anisometry is the asphericity denoted by ilD mudnick and Gaspari 1986.1987, Diehl and 

Eise~egler 1989. Baurngartner 1993, Alessandrini and Vila 19941. The asphericity. in D 

dimensions, is defined in terms of dl the moments of inertia: 

The case most relevant to molecules in the gas phase is: 



For the analyses in this thesis. D = 2 is the most irnpofiant. For this reason. we shall 

indicate the asphericity parameter R, as simply R . From eq. [ l  . IO], we obtain: 

in which h, and 71, are the two eigenvdues of the inertia marrix 1. related to R: by 

[Arteca 1996al: 

where n is the number of identical particles. E indicates the 2x2 identity (unit) matrix. and 

T denotes the matrix of the radius of gyration RG Wory 19691. By using the poiynomial 

characteristic equation, 

we obtain the values of k, and )Cr 
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The asphericity does not exhibit power-law scaling with the number oimonorners. 

since it approaches a constant when n+-. However. there are a number of exact results 

known for Zl, in the tirnit of long chains mudnick and Gasprï 1986, 19871. If <RD> 

is the configurational average of the asphericity. the following result is obtained for 

random walks of variable dimension [Rudnick and Gaspari 1986. 19871: 

where O(l/DZ) indicates a residual term with the power "D? 

An alternative result is obtained if we cornpute a mean asphericity by using eq. [ 1.101 with 

nveraged moments of inertia (i.e., CA,>). To distinguish it from the direct average (eq. 

[ l .  15]), we shall denote this value as «RD ». For this new measure of mean anisornetry. 

the dimensional expansion for infïnitely long random wdks gives [Rudnick and Gaspari 

19871: 

Extrapolating these two expressions to D = 2, we estimate a mean value for Rz between 

2 12 --- 2 12 
5 350 

and - + - (i.e., between 0.3657 and 0.6400). 
5 50 
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Another important result is the mean asphericity derived with the &-expansion of 

renonnalization group theory. Since E = 4 - D. the result is valid for dimensions near 

D==. In terms of the asphericity with averaged moments of inerùa, the result is [Rudnick 

and Gaspari 1986, 19871: 

This gives ((fiz)) - 0.5874. within the same range of values discussed before. 

1.4 Measures of entanglements via overcrossings 

Molecular size and anisometry only give us Nlfonnation on the molecular 

geometry but not on the molecular connectiviiy. "Connectivity" describes the pattern of 

bonding between atoms at given spatial positions. As a property, bond connectivity is an 

essential feature that must be taken into account to characterize the stmcture and shape of 

a molecule or a network of molecules. In some cases. connectivity alone cm be enough to 

explain reactivity, molecular similarities, and a selected group of bulk properties (e.g.. 

boiling points and refraciivity). These special properties can be well described by the 

techniques of chernical graph theory Wiener 1948, Hosoya 197 1, Randic 1975, 1986, 

1996, King 1983, Balaban 1983, Trinajstic 1983, Rouvray 1986, Hall and Kier 199 1. 



Randic and Razinger 19951 or graph theory for lanice animais [for example, see Mezey 

1993. Harary et al. 19961. 

However, connectivity alone is not suficient for an accurate description of rnany 

phenornena, since it does not take into account rnolecular flexibility and configurational 

changes. A more detailed approach to rnolecular shape must include both geometry and 

connectivity. For this reason, we inuoduce here another aspect of macromolecular shape 

that depends on both properties, namely the enfanglemennt complexity of a macru- 

molecule. The term "entanglement" is used in the Iiteraturr to describe how chains and 

loops in a macromolecule interpenetrate themselves or with neighbouring chains (in a 

polymer solution). In the case of an isolated c h h .  we shall use the term "self- 

entanglement" to describe this property. The complexity of these self-entanglements in a 

macromolecule can be characterized by using the soalled overcrossing distribution 

m l y s i s  [Arteca 19931. "Overcrossing" refers to the occurrence of a bond-bolid crossing 

in a projeciion of a macromolecular conformation. The number (N) and frequedcy of 

these crossings is charactenzed by the probability distribution of overcrossings. denoted 

by {A,&)}. This hinction is a global shape descnptor of a macromolecular conformation. . 

Its main properties are simple: whenever a molecular chah of n monornen adopts a rod- 

like conformation, it exhibits no overcrossings and the distribution has a maximum at :V=û; 

if the sarne chain adopts a compact. entangled conformation, the distribution has a broad 

maximum for some N >> 1 [Arteca 1993, 1996aJ. 

Quantitativety, in three dimensions. {A&)} indicates the probability of observing 

N overcrossings by projecting the bond pattern of a rigid n-atom macromolecular 



conformaiion to two dimensions. The aigorithm for calculating {AAR)} in a rnucro- 

molecular bockbone (Le., a single atom per monomer) is as follows [Arteca 19931: 

1) Find the center-of-mass coordinates for al1 macromolecule chain atoms, and then 

compute the span R; 

2) Randomiy select a point r on the smallest sphere which encloses the macromolecular 

backbone completely (whose radius is the span R); 

3) Determine the overcrossing number N in the projection to a plane tangent to the 

sphere a& r; 

4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 for a number rn of randomized points r on the sphere (m >> 1). 

The probability AN is cdculated as the ratio mdm. where m, indicates the number of 

random projections w hich give N overcrossings. 

mu .Y 

The overcrossing probability hinction is nomalized ( Z AJn) = 1 ). and defined 
H =O 

for al1 n a .  This distribution can be characterized by the maximum probability (A') of 

overcrossings (i-e., A' corresponds to the probability of the rnost probable number of 

overcrossings. denoted by v) and the mean number of overcrossings N : 

These descriptors have been used in the literature to characterize the shape of macre 

molecules and study their correlation with a number of observable properties. (For a 

summary of applications. see Arteca l996a.) 



For many applications, the mean number of overcrossings (eq. [ 1 . 1  81) represents 

the most interesting property. In three dimensions. lanice simulations [Orlandini et al. . 

19941 and off-lattice simulations [Arteca 1994b.cI on randoin and self-avoiding walks 

indicate that the configurationally-averaged mean number of overcrossings. <N>. foIlows 

a power-law scaling law with the number of monomen n: 

where the value of the (critical) scaling exponent B must be between 1 to 2. Numerical . 

results for polymer modeIs suggest a lower bound of P > 1.12 [Ortandini et al. 19941. an 

upper bound of < 1.33 [Arteca 1994~1 using medium size chains, and an extrapolated 

value of f3 = 1.2H. 1 [Arteca 1995bJ for very long macromolecular chains. 

In contrast to the shape descriptors of molecular size and anisometry, the measures 

of entanglements have been defined so far only for three-dimensional systems. My 

present goal is to extend this notion to 2D-polymers and understand some of its key 

properties. This is the issue 1 start to address in the following chapters. 



Chapter 2: The Calculation of Overcrossings 

in Two Dimensions 

2.1 Intuitive definition 

In section 1.4, we introduced the notion of self-entanglements in three-dimensional 

(3D) linear polymers. based on the probability distribution of overcrossings. In this 

chapter, 1 wiIl develop the theory to generalize this concepts to D = 2 (i.e., 2D polymen). 

In three dimensions, the "overcrossings" are the result of a planar projection. It is the - 

actual 3D + 2D projection that produces the bond-bond intersections which -we refer to 

as "overcrossings". However, in two dimensions, actual self-intersections do not take 

place in a polymer represented as a 2D self-avoiding walk. Nevertheless, we can define 

2 0  overcrossings by using an intuitively similar idea as it is done in 3D-chahs. 

When a 3D chah is projected, we are implicitly using a "line-of-sight" direction, 

which defines the projection plane where the bond-bond overcrossings are counted. In 

2D. we cm proceed similarly by defining a "line-of-sight" direction corresponding to a 

diamerer of the smallest circle enclosing a macromolcule (whose radius is the span R). 

Along a given diameter line, the number of intersections between the diameter and the 

polymer can be used to define "overcrossings" (see Fig. 2.1). In order to produce a 

description sirnilar to 3D polymers (see sect. 1.4), we will define that a ID polymer (i.e., a 



Figure 2.1: Definition of overcrossings in two dimensions 

(The coordinates W, and Wi., define a generic bond dong the chah The 

points A and B define a diameter, acting as a %ne of sight" to compute the 

overcrossings. The symbols W and Z stand for the set of points dong a 

bond and a diarneter line, respectively. In this particular example, the line 

A-B defines two intersections with the wdk, i.e., one overcrossing.) 



"rod" in 2D) has no overcrossings. Since a "line-of-sight projection" dong a diameter that 

is not coincident with the rod axis nuut infersect it once, then we choose to define: 

N = (no. of intersections between diameter and polymer chah) - 1 . [2- 1 1 

where N denotes the nwnber of overcrossings for -a  given "projection" (Le.. dong a 

diameter line). The situation where a projection line coincides with a bond (or bonds) must 

be handled differently as discussed below; however, these situations represent a zero- 

measure set with respect to the mean number of overcrossings. 

2.2 Numerical computation of overcrossings 

We now proceed to cornpute eq. [2.1] quantitatively. using the geometry and 

connectivity of the backbone as the only information. The notation below follows that in 

Figure 2.1. Let us define the following auxiliary points on a plane: 



where X, Y, indimte coordinates with origin at the centre of mas. The points A and B 

define a diameter, acting as a '%ne of sight" to &fine the overcrossings. The coordinates 

W, and W,.I define a generic bond dong the :hain: (This is the notation used in the 

FORTRAN programs that appear in the Appendix 1 and 3.) 

Let W be the entire bond defined by the two coordinates W, and W,.,. and let Z be 

the entire diameter line f o d  by two points A and B. These sets contain the points: 

W(tl) = { t i w i )  - Xo(i-L)] + &(i-I), tlmo(i) - Yo(i-I)] + Y&- l)] L2.4 

Z(t2)={ttlXp(Z) - Xp( 111 + XP( 1). tz[Yp(2) - Yp( 111 + Yd 1) J P.51 

Now, we can determine whether an intersection happens between a bond W and a 

diarneter Iine Z at a generic point (X, Y) by using simple geometry. The intersection point 

(X. Y), if it exists, is determined by the system of equations: 

From equations [2.6] and [2.7], we cm reaciily obtain the values of t and t2. If t ,  E [O. 1 ] 

and t z  E [0,1], we conclude that the intersection exists; otherwise, there is no intersection 

between a given bond and a designated diarneter. As stated before, if a given diameter 

intersects with only one bond (segment) of a macromolecuIar chah, we define the event as 



no overcrossing. However. if a given diameter intersects mon than one' bond of a 

polymer chah. we &fine the phenornenon as overcrossing(s). 

When checking for the presence of overciixsings (or intersections). a number of 

mathematically different situations must be considered. To discuss these cases in a concise 

manner, we introduce first some auxiliary quantities, defined as follows: 

The equations determining the intersections can be expressed in ternis of these quantities, 

eqs. [2.8] , 12.91. However, one must take into account the possibility that bonds. 

diarneter lines. and coordinate axes are parallel. For the sake of clarity in developing Our 

cornputer program, five different cases have been considered: 

1 ) A given d i m r e r  is parallel to the X mis: 

If a bond is also parallel to the X axis. there are two possible situations: either the 

bond and the diameter line are parallel to each other or they 

parallel (noncoincident), there is. of course. no intersection. 

are coincident. If they are 

If they are coincident, we 

define the situation as one intersection. If the bond considered is not parallel to the X axis. 

we use the following equations to determine whether the intersection takes place (cf. eqs. 



If botb t, and t2 are in [O, 11, there is one contribution to the intersections (eq. [2.1]). 

2) A given diameter is parallel to the Y axis: 

If a bond is also parallel to the Y axis, there are two possible situations: either the 

bond and the diameter h e  are parallel to each other or they are coincident. If they are 

parallel (noncoincident), there is, of course, no intersection. If they are coincident. we 

define the situation as one intersection. If the bond coasidered is not paralle1 to the Y axis. 

we use the following equations to determine whether the intersection takes place: 

If both t l  and t2  are in [O, I l ,  there is one contribution to the intersections. 

3) A bond is parallel to the X &: 

I f  a diameter is also parallel to the X axis, there are two possible situations: either 

the bond and the diameter line are parallel to each other or they are coincident. If they are 



parallel (noncoincident), there is, of course. no inienection. If they are coincident, we 

&fine the situation as one intersection. if the designated diameter is not parallel to the X 

axis, the following two equations determine whether the intersection takes place: 

If both t, and tz are in [O, 11, there is one contribution to the intersections. 

4) A bond is pamllel to the Y axis: 

If a diarneter is also parailel to the Y ais,  there are two possible situations: either 

the bond and the diameter line are parailel to each other or they are coincident. If they are 

parallel (noncoincident), there is, of course, no intersection. If they are coincident, we 

defme the situation as one intersection. if the desipated diameter is no? parallei to the Y 

axis, the following two equations determine whether the intersection takes place: 

If both ti and tz are in [O, 11, there is one contribution to the intersections. 



5 )  Neither a bond nor a givm diameter is parallel to X axis or Y 4XiS: 

In this general situation. we hilly solve eqs. [2.6] and [2.7] to get the following 
' 

two equations which determine whetber the intersection takes place: 

If both t 1 and t 2  are in [O, 11, there is one contrilution to the intersections. 

Once these cases are handled. there will be IAB intersections between the line AB 

(diameter) and the bonds. Finally, we cm define the number of overcrossings (denoted by 

N-) for this AB line as: 

Now, A = (Xp( 1 ), Yp( 1 )), B = ( X p ( 2 ) .  Yp(2)) identifi the first diameter for our analysis. - 

Suppose now that we  scan over a senes of line-of-sight projections "AB". The first iine 

AB(1) cm be chosen, by convenience as: 



A second line, AB(2) can be chosen as a A+ (SI) rotation with respect to the line AB(1). 

This new diameter line is defined by the following two points: 

In general, the j-th line-of-sight direction will be defined by an angle @ = ÿ- l)AQ, and the 

corresponding pair of points: 

Let then &,, be the number of intersections between the line AB03 and the polymer. and 

Nu, = b - 1, the corresponding number of overcrossings. If a total of rn A@-projections 

(Le., the number of diameters) are used, the mean number of overcrossings will be: 

As well. by defining the overcrossing probability (see section 1.4), the mean number of 

overcrossings can also be defined as: 



This methodology has been implemented into an algorithm for the analysis of . 

entanglements in 2D macromolecules. 

2.3 The algorithm for calculating the overcrossing probability 

and the test results in two dimensions 

As we discussed earlier (section 1.4). the aigorithm for calculating the over- 

crossing probabilities in 3D is well established (Artgca 1993). Similarly, we can now 

present the algorithm for calculating the overcrossing probability in 2D as follows: 

a) Detemine the center-of-mass coordinates of al1 the macromolecular chah atorns, then 

calculate the span R. 

b) Choose randomly a diameter from the smallest circle which encloses the 

macromolecular backbone completely. 

c) Find the overcrossing number N from the diarneter-bond intersections. 

d) Repeat steps (c) and (d) for a number rn of regularly distributed points r on the half- 

circle (each of which defines a Iine-of-sight diameter). The overcrossing probability 

AN is calculated as the ratio r n ~  lm, where m~ denotes the number of diameters in the 



circle which give N overcrossings. 

The parameter m above is the total number of diameten selected to check for 

overcrossings. Here, a question aises. What is the optimum value of m that allows an 

acceptable accuracy in shape descriptors at the minimum CPU-time? To answer the 

question, we developed a FORTRAN program called 2D-Shape-Testfor (attached in 

Appendix 1). which allows the computation of and N in a single 2D polymer. This 

FORTRAN program performs the following calculations: 

1) Accept a coordinate input file, which is a test 2D-lattice polymer with n monomen. 

2) Determine the center-of-mass coordinates of d l  the macromolecular chain atoms 

(nodes), and then compute the span R and mean radius of gyration b. 

3) Execute a subroutine called SB 1 to obtain moments of inertia (hi , k2) and 

asphericity R. 

4) Execute a subroutine called SB2 to compute the probability distribution of 

overcrossings { M n )  } and the maximum overcrossing number (N-). 

5) Execute a subroutine called SB3 to get the value of A* (the probability of the most 

probable number of overcrossing N*) and the mean number of overcrossings p. 

This program can be used to obtain the optimum number of projections for a 

generic walk. The exarnple chosen û the waik in Figure 2.2 (with coordinate me: 

walkOll.dnt, Appendix 2). With this FORTRAN prograrn, we changed the value of m 

(the number of randomized points r on the haif-circle) from 1 0  to 2 0 . 0  in order to see 

how it affects the value of A* and N. Table 2.1 shows the results. As the table shows, 



Figure 2.2: Example of a test 2D lattice walk, corresponding to the 

input-file "walkO 1 1 .datW (Appendix 2). 



Table 2.1: Example for selecting the optimum number of projections on the 

circle with radius R. (The colurnns m, A*, and N stand for the 

number of projections, the maximum overcrossing probability, 

and the mean overcrossing number respectively .) 



we can select m = 10,000 because the values of both A* and N becorne &cient stable: 

srnalier dues of rn lead to errors in the 4th sigmficant figure, whereas larger vahies 

increase the computational t h e  without improvement in precision. Thus, it increases the 

wmputational cost . (If we want to minimize the possibility of a diameter being paraiiel to 

the coordinate axes, we may choose a prime value of m, for instance, m = 10,007. In this 

manner, we ensure that a multiple of 360°/m =A4 nwer coincides with 90°, 180°, or 

270°. Larger m d u e s  are used in chapter 5, when analyzkg very long molecules. In this 

case, the computation time needed is still very low since we ody require to simulate one 

cooformation per molecule.) 

Note as well that N = A* + 2 in Table 2.1. This resdt is explained easily as 

follows. ObseMng Fig. 2.2, we know that there are only two possible kinds of 

overcrossings: a srnall region t hat produces two overcrossings (i . e., diameter lines 

htersectïng the walk three times) and the rest @hg three overcrossings. In other words, 

n u s ,  



Figure 2.3: Example of a 2D-walk to test the calculation of overcrossings, 

input file '%Aklûû.dat" (Appendix 2) 



In order to check whether the mean number of overcrossings in two dimensions is 

computed comctly, we have also used the FORTRAN program 2D-Shape-TestJor 

(Appendix 1 ) on a number of simple control lattices. As an illustration. let us see the . 

example shown in Figure 2.3. Its coordinate input file is "waik1ûû.dat" (see kpendix 2). 

In the figure. R indicates the span, which is the radius of the smallest sphere, centred at the 

geometncal centre (point O), which encloses the walk. For the input data in Appendix 2. 

we get the centre of mass O: Xo z 2.462, Y. r -2.000, and the span Ra 3.172. In Fig. 2.3. 

the angle 8 defines the region leading to zero overcrossings (where 6 = 812). Because of 

the symmetry, we will observe zero overcrossing in the region indicated by the mu Q 

angles. It is clear that there are two kinds of overcrossings: diameters leading to N=û 

(one intersection), and diameters leading to N=l (two intersections). By using our 

FORTRAN program 2D-Shupe-TestJor with m =10;007, we have cornputed nurnerically 

the overcrossing probabiiities: & 0.434, Ai n 0.566, and a mean overcrossmg number: 

N= 0566. In order to check whether this numerical value for the mean overcrossing 

number is correct, we can compute N directly by determining the angle O indicated in 

Fig. 2.3: 

0 241 E 78.1 74" E 13644 radians 
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The probability of observing zero overcrossings is therefore the ratio of two lengths: on 

the one hand the partial length of the circurnfe~nce for the section of the circle defined by 

the two 8 regions in Fig. 2.3; on the other hanci, the total Iength of circumference: 

The remaining section of the circumference defmes the probability of observing N = 1 : 

Finally. the value for the exact mean number of overcrossings must be: 

This value of N coincides with the one computed numencally with Our program. 

We use Our FORTRAN program here for one additional illustration. Figure 2.4 

corresponds to the input file "walklOl .dat9' and Figure 2.5 corresponds to the input file 

"walk l02.dat". (Both "walk 1 O 1 .dat9* and "walk l02.datW appear in Appendix 2.) . From 

these two figures, we observe that the least possible number of overcrossings is N=2.  

Regions where only N = 2 overcrossings are expected are denoted by the angles Q in Fig. 



Figure 2.4: Mean number of overcrossing check for the input file 

"walk10 1 .dat." (The regions denoted by O correspond. 

to N = 2 overcrossings.) 



Figure 2.5: Mean number of overcrossings for the input file 

"walkl02.dat." (The regions denoted by O correspond 

to N = 2 overcrossings.) 



2.4 and Fig. 2.5. We notice that the angle 8 in Fig. 2.4 is much larger than that in Fig. 

2.5. In other words, the probability of two overcrossings in Fig. 2.4 should be larger than 

that in Fig. 2.5. Therefore, the mean overcrossing number N in Fig. 2.4 should be smaller 

than that in Fig. 2.5. This is confirmed by using the programme 2D-Shape-Test. fur, where 

we get the value N = 2.8623 for Fig. 2.4 and N = 2.99 12 for Fig. 2.5. This latter value is 

very close to N = 3, which would be expected if the "polymer" consisted of two squares. 

one inscribed precisely inside the other. Other exarnples were designed to ensure that the 

program 2D-Shape-Testfor has no "bugs" and works properly to compute al1 the 

important descriptors of 2D polymer shape (i.e.. entanglements by using overcrossings. 

asphericity. and measures of molecular size). In the following chapters. we will discuss in 

detail the generation 2D self-avoiding random walks (in the continuum model). and the 

numerical computation of the configurationally-averaged values of CR+. < R>.  < H>. 

< R >, < N>. and <A*>. 



Chapter 3: Two-Dimensional Self-Avoiding 

Walks in the Continuum 

3.1 Algorithm to generate off-lattice two-dimensional 

self-avoiding waiks 

The objective of this chapter is to discuss the computation of the confomiationally- 

averaged molecular shape descnptors for molecular chains built in the two-dimensional 

continuum. The approach we follow is particularly convenient for studying the molecular 

shape of short to medium-size 2D polymers. 

When the number of monomen in a macromolecule is not very large. the 

continuum provides a more realistic mode1 than the lattices. Note that, in the continuum. 
' 

bonds are not constrained to take artificially fixed values as in a lattice. A d  rhus the 

resulting polymer configurations are more "natural." In Our case, we shdl create random 

chah configurations by growing them in a 2D continuum defined by only three 

parameters: the number of monomers, n, the bond length. 6, and the radius of excluded 

volume, r,,. The chin  confomer will be generated by a naïve Monte Car10 approach. 

Even though this technique suffen €rom severe "critical slowing down" as n and r, 
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increase [Sokal 1995, Madras and Slade 19961. it produces an excellent sampling of un- 

correlated (independent) configurations on which one can use simple statistical analyses. 

Our procedure, impiementeci within the computer program shown in Appendix 3. 

is as follows. First, we place an atom (monomer) at the origin (i.e.. X( 1 ) = O: Y( 1 ) = 0). 

Then, we select a second atom whose cwrdinate is (b. O), where b is the length of a step 

or bond length (Le., X(2) = b, Y(2) = O). The bond length b, denoted in the FORTRAN 

program ZD-Shape-MeansJor as "BL", is kept uniform for al1 steps. (In practice. we set 

the bond length qua1 to 1.5 A, in order to produce chains with hydrocarbon-like sizes.) 

We then choose the third atom in a random orientation, with coordinates given as: 

X(3) = bcosa + X(2) = bcosa + b; Y(3)= bsina + Y(2)  = bsina, where a is a random 

plunar angle, generated by using a random nwnber generator, a = 2x RAN( U-Seed ), 

where 12-Seed is the seed for the generator. In Our case. we use the powefil L'Ecuyer 

generator, with a pend of length -2x 10" (Press et al. 1992), as the function "'E2A.N". 

This very long period ensures that the randorn number generator is never exhausted when 

sampling for conformers in very long chains or in cases of very large excluded volume. 

Note that, in these cases, it is difficult to produce self-avoiding walks and the search 

becomes computationally very dernanding (a fact referred to as the "high attrition rite for 

random walks"[Sokal 19951). Cornmonly used randorn number generators (most of which 

have periods of oniy -10" [Press et al. 19921) fail completely under these conditions. 

To produce self-avoiding w a k .  we imposq 

(wexl 26) on each atom. If the distance between the 

than the radius of the excluded volume, we reject the 

a radius of excluded *volume r,, 

third atom and the first atom is less 

present position for the third atom 



and the search for a new third atom nsumes until al1 the rcquirements are met. Once this is 

accomplished, we suuch for the fourth atom with coordinates: X(4) = bcosa + X(3); 

Y(4) = bsina + Y(3). where a is a new r d o m  angle. The fourth atom not only needs to 

pass the excluded volume check with the fint and second atoms, but also requires ru pas  

the criterion that the bond between 3rd Md 4th atom does nor intersect any of the 

previous bonds. (Note that the w o  criterin are both needed to create self-avoiding walks 

that "swell" when the repulsion between monomen increases with r,.) 

In general, the nth atom (n24). whose coordinates are: X(n)  = bcosa + X(n- 1); 

Y(n) = bsha + Y(n-1), not only requires to pass the excluded volume check for ail the 

previous atoms (except the (n-1)th one). but also needs to pass the bond intersection 

check for all the previous bonds. That is to Say, the bond (or segment) between (n-1)th 

atom and nth atom should not intersect any of the previous bonds, othewise the entire 

c h i n  is rejected. Note that we do not continue a chah when one bond has failed. The 

only accepted chains are those where ail bonds are built sequentially without a single 

rejection. This method, known as "naXve Monte Carlo". produces an excellent sampling 

of uncorrelated independent walks with exactly the same statistical weight [Madras and 

Slade 19961. This set of uncorrelated two-dimensional continuum (off-lattice) walks (Le.. 

a series of torally unbiased macromolecular chains) is built by using a FORTRAN program 

developed for this thesis. Once a number of nodes n is chosen, we can use different 

random number generator seeds (12-Seed) to produce independent ensembles of 

macromolecular chains with the same number of monomers. The random number 

generator seed is normally taken as a five- to seven-digit positive integer number. 



3.2 Andysing the shape of two-dimensional self-avoiding 

macromolecular chains 

After building one successful chain, we can analyse iü shape by using the 

FORTRAN program discussed in chapter 2. As a descriptor of the rnacromolecular chah 

size. the end-to-end distance H is the simplest parameter: 

where (X(1), Y(1)) denotes the coordinate of the first atom and (X(n) .  Y(n))  indicates the 

coordinate of the last atom. (The integer n is denoted as "NAT' in our FORTRAN 

program.). In order to calculate the radius of gyration (R& the span (Et), and the 

asphericity (R) of the rnacrornolecular chain, we translate the origin of the coordinates to 

the geometrical centre (that in this mode1 coincides with the centre of m a s )  of the 

macromolecular chain, with coordinates: 

where n is the number of atorns. Therefore, we can easily get the new coordinates of aii 

the nodes by translation: 



where i = l .  2. ..., n. Finally. we can compute the value of the radius of gyration by using 

1 .  
eq. [1.2] ( R; = -Zr : ) ,  where ri denotes the n o m  or length of a vector corresponding to 

n (-1 

each node, measured from the centre of mas: 

Sirnilarly, we can evaluate the span R (R= max ri), and the value of asphericity by using 
(11 

2 

eq. 11.131: 0 = 
- 

, where hi, iC2 indicate the principal rnomen ts of inertia. We 

obtain these values from the charactenstic polynornial equation [ l .  151: det ( 1 - hE ) = 0. 

in which I is the inertia matrix (I = (::: :12)) ami B ir the unit matrir (E = 
22 - (O :))- 

The elements of the inertia matrix in two dimensions are: 

r , ,  = ~i(i), I~~ = i ~ i ( i ) .  
i= I ki 
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With these expressions. we can rcadily obtain the two roots (eigenvalues) of the above 

characteristic polynomial equation: ht and A2. 

Finally, we can aiso use the analysis of overcrossing number and overcrossing . 

probability discussed in chapter 2. to obtain the maxjmum ovemrossing nurn'ber and the 

overcrossing probability distribution M n ) .  Then. we cm calculate the maximum 

probability of overcrossings A': 

A' = max M n )  

m u N  
and the mean number of overcrossings by using eq. [ l .  181: N = Z NAN (n) . 

,v-a 

As discussed before, we expect that the larger the N value. the more entangied 

the macromolecule. The greater entanglements could be expected in the m a t  compact 

polymer conformations, e.g., in collapsed polymer chains. In order to illustrate these 

ideas, we can use a selected number of random configurations generated in the continuum 

with our FORTRAN program. Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.3 show exarnples of 

instantaneous conformations for self-avoiding walks with a negligible excluded volume 

interaction (ra = 0.001A), b = 1.5& and the sarne number of monomers (n = 90). (Note . 

that, despite the closeness of some bonds, the chains are indeed self-avoiding.). From 

these three figures, we observe that the conformation in Fig. 3.1 is an open (unentangled) 

instantaneous cornformation. Its maximum number of overcrossings is the ieast among 

the three confomations, N,, = 6, and N= 1.729. In contrast, the conformation shown 
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in Fig. 3.3 is compact and entangled. in this case. we find the Iargest number of 

overcrossings, with N, = 20 and N = 4.5 17. The conformation shown 'in Fig. 3.2 

appears as a "mildl y entangled" instantaneous conformation. qualitative1 y between those in 

Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.3. We can conjecture that its maximum number of overcrossings should 

be between the conformation in Fig. 3.1 and the conformation in Fig. 3.3. Our numerical 

results give N, = 1 1 and N = 2.722. in agreement with intuition. 

The procedure explained above c m  be applied-io generate self-avoiding walks with 

any desired characteristics. For example, walks with larger r, values will be less compact 

than those in Figures 3.1-3.3. (Note that. since b = 1 SA, we will have r, < 3.0A.l Once 

a sufficiently large number of independent chahs have been collected (typically 1000 

conformations) for the same n and r, values, we can readily obtain the total average 

values of various molecular shape descriptors. as well as their statistical erron. In Our 

case. we compute the following configurationally-averaged values: 

I 

( 1 ) the average value of the radius of gyration: (R$ 

(2) the average value of the span: < R > 

(3) the average value of the end-to-end distance: < H > 

(4) the average value of the aspherici ty : < R > 

(5) the average value of the maximum probability of overcrossings: < A' > 

(6) the average mean number of overcrossings: < N > 

The behaviour of al1 these quantities is discussed in detail in chapter 4. 



Fi' 3.1: Exarnple of an open (unentangled) instantaneous conformation for a 
self-avoiding walk with negligible excluded volume interaction. 
(The diagram belo*c shows the corresponding overcrossing distribution.) 



Figure 3.2: Example of a "mildly entangleâ" instantaneous conformation for a 
self-avoiding walk with negligible excluded volume interaction. 
(The diagram below shows the corresponding overcrossing distribution.) 



Fi'e 3.3: Example of a very entangled compact instantaneous conformation for a 
self-avoiding wdk with negligible excluded volume interaction. 
(The diagram below shows the correspondhg overcrossing distribution.) 



Chapter 4: Average Shape of Macromolecular 

C h a h  in the 2D-Continuum 

In chapter 3. we discussed how we generate the 2D self-avoiding walks in the 

continuum and how we cornpute their individual shapes. In this chapter. we present the 

resulü for the configurationally-averaged propies  of the 2D polymen obtained from Our 

Monte Carlo sampling. The dependence of these properties with respect to chain length is 

then used to study the scaling behaviour of some macromolecular shape descriptors. 

As discussed in chapter 3, we generate one thousand uncorrelated rnacromolecular 

chahs for a given radius of excluded volume r,. However. in redity. a macromolecule 

will adopt qualitatively different conformations if the solvent (or the adsorbing surface) is 

changed. In order to address this effect, we employied seven different radii of excluded 

volume spanning a wide range of solvent quaiities, from a very smdl value (r,, = 0.001 À) 

to very large value (r,  = 2.75A). Low r, values correspond to "poor solvents" (since the 

polyrner c m  fom compact conformations); large r, values correspond to "good solvents" 

(since the polymer can adopt only swollen configurations). Note that we have chosen the 

bond length as b = 1SA, therefore, when r, = 26 = XOA, there will be only one 

conformation, a straight line (a "linear rod"). The other five intermediate radii of excluded 

volume are OSA, 1 .oA, 1 .SA, 2.0A. and 2SA. 



The sampling and shape characterllation was carrieci out simultaneously with our . 

FORTRAN program 2D-Shupe-Mem.for, developed for this thesis ( s e  APpendix 3). 

Tables 4.1-4.7 show our complete data f'rom the mean shape properties for 2D polymers. 

as a hnction of the number o f  monomen n (or "chain length") and the radius of excluded 

volume r,. We also list the CPU time nquired to obtain the sample of uncorrelated 

conformations when mnning our program on a DEC 3000 Mode1 400 (with an Alpha chip 

and running Open VMS). The significance of these results is discussed in the next 

sections. 



Table 4.1: Configurationally-averaged shape descriptors, for chains with radius of excluded volume r,,=O.OO 1 A. 
I 

( ( I I : ) '  is the mot-rnean-square radius of gyration; <R> is the rnean span; <a> i s  the rnean asphericity; <H> is the rnean 

end-to-end distance; <A'> is the mean maximum overcrossing probability; and < N >  is the average mean number of 

overcrossings. The errors correspond to 95% confidence intervals. using 1000 conformers and bond length 1 SA.) 
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Table 4.2: Configurationally-averaged shape descriptors, for chains with radius of excluded volume re,=0.5A. 
1 

((&;)' i s  the root-mean-square radius of gyration; <R> is  the rnean span; CR> is the rnean asphericity; CH> is the rnean 

end-to-end distance; <A'> is the mean maximum overcrossing probability; and < N >  is the average mean number of 

overcrossings. The errors correspond to 95% confidence intervals, using 1000 conformers and bond length I .SA.) 

*: Thc number of confonncrs in this case was again 1000. but a differcnt computcr was uscd (an Alpha DEC 2W233 workstation). 
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Table 4.6: Configurationally-averaged shape descriptors, for chains with radius of excluded volume rm=2.5A. 
I 

((1c)'  is the root-mean-square radius of gyration; CR> is the mean span; <Cl> is the mean asphericity; <H> is the 

mean end-to-end distance; <A'> is  the mean maximum overcrossing probability; and < N >  is the average mean number 

of overcrossings. The errors correspond to 95% confidence intervals, using 1000 conformers and bond length I .SA.) 

Enor(< 2) 1 <H> 1 Error(H) 1 <A'> 1 ~ r r o r ( ~ '  ) 1 < N > 1 Ermr(iJ ) 1 CPU Time 





4.1 Dependence of the attrition rate of 2D-walks in the 

continuum on chah length and excluded volume 

When using a naïve Monte Carlo approach, the number of uncorrelated 

conformers that c m  be sarnpled depends strongly on n and r, [Madras and Slade 19961. 

As n and r, grow, it becomes more dificuk to create a new waik that hilfills the self- 

avoidance condition, thus increasing the cenual-processing-unit (CPU) time. Ir! other 

words, the "'yield" of self-avoiding walks decreases as n and r, increase. This 'yield" 

(also known as the "configurational manrition probabili~ between wah" [Aneca and 

Zhang 19981) is an important property of the 2D continuum for the r, value chosen. This 

transition probability (which is inversely proportional to the CPU time) is in tum 

proportionai to the entropy of the walks for a given n and r,. The larger the number of 

accessible walks. the larger the entropy, and the shorter the CPU time it will take to 

generate two consecutive, successfully built configurations. In this section, we discuss the 

dependence of Our sampling yield on n and r,. The present analysis provides a first 

insight on the molecular shape of polymers in the 2D continuum. 

if we define as T the CPU time to create lo3 independent (Le., uncomelated) 

conformers, we find that T goes up very sharply with n. Figure 4.1 depicts this trend in 

the case of polymer chahs with negligible excluded volume interaction. A plot of ln T 



against n shows that T increases erponenticilly with the number of monomers. This 

exponential law is well defined for aii values of r, and n > 10. We can render this 

behaviour quantitatively by studying the mean number of "rejected conformen between 

two accepted walk configurations w and w' .  ("Accepted" configurations are those 

successfully built in the 2D continuum under the self-avoidance and excluded volume 

criteris) This property, denoted by (P,,). is also known a s  the m e m  anrition rate of 

the wa1k.s Madras and Slade 19961. The dependence of (P,,,) on n and r, characterizes 

the 2D continuum under consideration. For convenience. we have studied (K.,,.) in 

terms of n and the dimensionless variable y = rJ2b E [O. 11. Considering that (P,,,) is 

inversely proportional to the number of possible self-avoiding walks (SAW) in a lanice (or 

the fraction of SAWs in the continuum), we could conjecture an exponential growth of 

(P,,,) with n Madras and Slade 19951. We have found that this is indeed the behaviour 

observed for al1 seven values of radii of excluded volume. Figures 4.2-4.4 illustrate our 

results with three examples for small, intermediate. and large r, values. Our results for 

(P,,,.) can be condensed accurately in a dependence of the Tom: 

Since (P,,) must diverge as the walks approach the linear rod (Le., (P,,) -t = for 

y + 1 ), we expect the function &) to be singular when y + 1 ,  possibiy of the form 
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(1 - y)*. O > O. In order to test this idea, we have carried out a number of linear 

regression analyses (se Table 4.8). 

Table 4.8 summarizes the results of the I~(P,,.) vs n ngressions for al1 r, 

values. We have found an excellent correlation for n 1 6 in al1 values of excluded volume 

(see Figs. 4.2-4.4). h addition, Table 4.8 shows that the function ((-) rises quickly and 

the function a@) decreases slowly with ru, respectively. Therefore, we expect the value 

of (P,,) to be rnainly determined by the term <(y) as the value of r, increases. 

The above discussion is based on a first analysis for each r, value separately. as 

depicted in Figs. 4.24.4. Using now dl results in Table 4.8 for variable r,. we find that 

we c m  accurately represent the function <(+y) as [Arteca and Zhang 19981: . 

where B and s are two parameten that can be obtained by a least-square fitting. SimiMy. 

a(y) is well describeci by a 2-parameter function: 

The consistency of this analysis cm be tested by performing least-square fittings of the 

mean attrition rate for variable y andfied n. We expect a linear behaviour of the form: 



where C and D are two constants independent of r,, but dependent on n. Indeed. a linear 

fitting of In [(P,,) (2-y)2/(~-y)] versus ln(1-y) shows an excellent correlation for al1 u- 

values for a given fixed-n value (with correlation coefficients 6 2 0.999 1 ). . 

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate Our analysis with two examples: n = 10 and 30. For 

n = 10, the coefficients are found to be C z -4.3840, D z 2.3903, whereas, for n = 30, we 

have C r - 13.2977, D 6.7 125. Note that these C values are related, as we have: 

i) for n = 10, Cl10 = -4.3840/10 = -0.438 

ii) for n = 30, C/30 = - 13.2977/30.= -0.443 

Our analysis for al1 other n values confirms that C is a universal constant: 

A sirnilar analysis for the D coefficient leads to the following result for al1 n: 

D = ln(1.07 f 0.04) + n(0.225 f 0.025) 

D = ln[(l.07 f 0.04X1.25 f 0.02)~] 

or: 



Finally, putting ail these results together. we get: 

from which a final. accurate numerical expression of the mean attrition rate emerges: 

(P-,.) = 1.07 (' - [1.25 (1 - y)- O."]" . 
(2- y)= 

l4.81 

From here, the entropy of the walks, CS>. will behave as 4 s  = const (P~,,.) -'. where 

"const** is a constant independent of the excluded volume. 

As far as we know. eq. [4.8] is the fiat expression ir. the literature for the attrition 

rate of self-avoiding waiks in the continuum. From the practical viewpoint, it provides an 

accurate estimation of the computer time required to evaluate averaged molecular shape 

descriptors for a r, value. From the conceptual viewpoint. eq. [4.8] is also important 

because it should remain valid for waiks in 2D lanices, since al1 the lanices are particular 

cases of the continuum. As a result, eq. [4.8] cm be used to calculate the growth in the . 

nurnber of self-avoiding walks for any 2D lattice. The nurnber of permitted walks is widely 

bekved to increase as [Sokal 1995, Madras and Slade 19961: 

n Yi c, = nurnber of self-avoiding walks = p n * 



where y is a miversal (lanice-independent) exponent and p the lattice-dependent 

connective constant. In two dimensions. there is general agreement that *3/32 mienhuis 

19821. In contrast, the connective constants p cm only be estimated numerically. 

Considering that the mean attrition rate is inversely proportional to the number of possible 

self-avoiding walks in a lattice, c. = (P,,) -'. we would expect from eqs. 14-81 and [4.9] 

a relation between the connective constants p and a measure of effective excluded volume 

in a lattice, i.e., p a <(y)". Recently, we have used this argument to provide a unified 

estimation of the connective constants of simple 2D lanices from the analysis of random 

walks in the 2D continuum [Arteca and Zhang 19981. in the next section, we complete the 

characterization of 2D random walks. by andyzing the behaviour of averaged shape 

descriptors as a function of r, and n. 



Figure 4.1: Relation between the number of rnonomers n and CPU time T 

required to produce 103 uncorrelated conformers. 

(Radius of excluded volume r,, =ll.001A.) 



Figure 4.2: Exponential growth of the attrition rate (P,,,.) of walks in 

the 2D continuum with the number of monomers n. 

(Radius of excluded volume r., = 0.00 1 A.) 



Figure 4.3: Exponential growth of the attrition rate (P,,,.) of walks in 

the 2D continuum with the number of monomers n. 

(Radius of excluded volume r,,= 1 .oA.) 



Exponential growth of the attrition rate (P,,,.) of wdks in 

the 2D continuum with the number of monomers n. 

(Radius of excluded volume r,,= 2.75A.) 



Table 4.8: Relation between the loga&hm of the atîrition rate  in(^,,,^) 

and the number of monomers n, for al1 radii of excluded volume (r,.). 

(The attrition rate (P,,) is the average number of conformers rejected 

between two "accepte&' conformen. The fitting is made taking into 

account a dependence of the forrn: (P,,,) = a(y) c(y) " . The correlation 

coefficient is denoted by 5. The erron correspond to 95% confidence intervals.) 

~ C X  u Error (a) 

0.00 1 

0.500 

1.000 

1.500 

2.000 

2.500 

2.750 

0.2 1 85 

0.2993 

0.41 18 

0.5360 

0.7043 

1 .O045 

1.3420 

0.002 1 

0.0029 

0.004 1 

0.0057 

0.0026 

0.0046 

0.0090 

0.273 1 

0.2663 

0.2648 

0.2387 

O. 1834 

O. 1 209 

0.0699 

0.0283 

0.0293 

0.0293 

0.0325 

0.0 102 

0.0074 

0.9999 

0.9999 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1 .0000 

0.0065 1.0000 



Table 4.9: Testing the analyticai structure of the mean attrition rate of . 

walks by using a Linear fitting of In 
1-y 

(These results corresponds to chains with n = 10. and variable radius of 

excluded volume r,. The regression CO-lation coefficient is 5 = 0.9995.) 



Table 4.20: Testing the analytical structure of the mean attrition rate of 

walks by using a linear fimng of ln 

(These resulü corresponds to chahs witb n = 30. and variable radius of 

excluded volume r,. The regression correlation coefficient is 6 = 0.949 1 .) 



4.2 Characterization of mean molecular shape properties of 

chahs in the 2D-continuum: Molecular size 

Tables 4.1-4.7 collect our original data for the mean configurational properties of 

the 2D-walks. Our main goal in the remaining sections of this chapter is to address the 

following two key questions: 

(i) Does the mean number of overcrossings in 2D walks exhibit scaling behaviour? 

(ii) If it does. is the scaling (cntical) exponent dependent on exciuded volume? 

The first task for our analysis is to establish whether Our sampling and chosen 

chain lengths are suficiently large to reach the scaling regime. This can easily be tested by 

checking if Our configurationally-averaged size descnpton veriQ their known scaling law 

(eq. ( 1.1)). As discussed in chapter 1, we expect the following scaling behaviour for any - 

1 

characteristic effective "length" of a chah rnacrornolecule (cg., (R$ . db, and CH>): 

< "size descriptor" > - nV + wnV-*) , 

where v = 0.75 in two dimensions and (v-A) can be estimated between +O25 and 4 . 2 5  

[Djordjevic et al. 1983, Havlin and Ben-Avraharn 1983. Lyklema and Kremer 1985, 

Rapaport 1985, Hunter et ai. 1986, Dayantis and Palieme 19961. 



ûur renilts indeed satisfy the main scaling term in eq. [4.1 O]. Figures 4.5-4.7 

1 

illustrate this behaviour in three representative logarithmic plots ln (g): vs In n, for three 

different radü of excluded volume (0.00 14 1 .O& and 2.75q respectively). (The sarne 

behaviour is observed in uihthrr r d i i  of rxcluded volume.) Table 4.11 shows the results 

of the linear regression analysis for the four srnailest vaiues of radii of excluded volume 

(0.00 14 OS& 1 .O& and 1 .SA). The correlations include the five large9 values of n 

available for each excluded volume radius. We did not do the linear regression analyses for 

the larger radü of excluded volume (2. O& 2.5A and 2.75A), because these chahs are not 

long enough to ensure the asymptotic dominance of the term nV in the scaiing behaviour 

From Table 4.11, we c m  see clearly that Our results appear to be in the scaling 

regime, since these four r, values veld an averaged sire-scaling exponent: 

Consistently, sinilar results are obtained for other measures of molecular "length. 

Figure 4.8 shows the results for the span in the r, = 0.001A case, whereas Figure 4.9 

shows the corresponding results for the end-to-end distance c H >, also for r, = 0.001 A. 

The corresponding linear regressions Lnc R > and ln< H > vs ln n are found in Tables 4.12 

and 4.13. Table 4.12 gives the scaling exponent v obtained with < R >, for the excluded 

volumes 0.00 I& O.SA 1 .O& and 1 SA. Again, the exponent v is close to 0.75, except for 

r,=i.sA where sampling should probably be more exhaustive and c h a h  longer. Table 



4.13 shows the regression results for the end-to-end distance < H >. Although the error 

I 

bars are larger for this size descriptor. the results are still consistent with those for (R;)I. 

The results suggest that our calculations reach the raling regime for r,. 5 6. For 

larger r, values, the chains appear to be too shon to reach the dominant tenn in eq.'[4.8]. 

For this reason, we have tested whether Our results are consistent with a scaling law with 

corrections to scaling. To this end, we have verified if a law such as: 

is satisfied by Our data for any molecular sue measure (Le.. RG, R, or H). Note that eq. 

[4.10] would be in agreement with a correction-to-scaling exponent A - 0.75 f 0.!5. as 

the literature suggests (Dayantis and Palieme 19961. The "comcted scaling law eq. 

[4.10] is tested in Figures 4.1 W. 12, for three different radii of excluded volume (0.00 1 A. 

1 .O& and 2.75A respectively). Table 4.14 shows the least-square fittings for al1 values of 

radius of excluded volume. using selected polymer lengths and eq. [4.10]. The excellent 

correlations obtained are valid even in the wont sampling condition (i.e.. ru = 2.75A). 

This indicates that any denvations from the linear behaviour in the Iogarithmic plots 

t 

I ~ ( R ; ) :  vs ln n can be accounted for by including a single correction-to-scaling tem. 

The same behaviour is found when a correction-to-scaling term is included in the 

analysis of < R > and < H >. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show < R > and c H > vs 12"~. 



respectively, in the case r, = 2.75A. Note that this value is the critical case for the test. 

since here we deal only with short polymer chahs and thus comctions to scaling should 

be the largest. The fact that we obtain an excellent correlation with + 6, b #O. 

indicates that this single law can describe al1 size descriptors for al1 n and &, values. 

In conclusion, the results of Our simulations of molecular size agree well with the 

known behaviour expected from scding arguments. We take this agreement as a strong 

indication that the sampling has k e n  sufficiently exhaustive io yield accurate 

configurationally-averaged shape descriptoa. 

The above analysis suggests that, whenever scaling is present in a shape descnptor, 

the results for r, I b m y  be sufficient to estimate the scaling exponenr. In the case of 

simulations with r, > b, the fint correction to scaling may be needed. In the next section. 

we test these ideas when studying the scaling behaviour of (q . 



Inn 

Figure 4.5: Linear correlation between the logarithm of the mean-square- 
1 

mot radius of gyration (g)I (in A) and the logarithm of the 

number of monomers n. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r, = 0.001A.) 



Figure 4.6: Linear correlation between the logarithm of the rnean-square- 

mot radius of gyration (e): (in A) and the logarithm of the 

number of monomers n. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r,, = 1 .oA.) - 



Figure 4.7: Linear correlation between the logarithm of the mean-square- 
1 

root radius of gyration (l?,?): (in A) and the logarithm of the 

number of monomers n. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r., = 2.75A.) 



O 1 2 3 4 

Inn 

Figure 4.8: Linear correlation between the logaith of the average span 

c R > (in A) and the logarithm of the number of monomers n. 

(Results correspond to the radius of excluded volume 

- 0.001A.) rex  - 



Figure 4.9: Linear correlation between the logarithm of the average end- 

to-end distance of the chain c H > (in A) and the logarithm of 

the number of monomers n. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r, = 0.00 1 A.) 



Figure 4. IO: Linear 
1 

correlation for the mean-root-square radius of gyration 

(in A) in the presence of corrections to scaling on the 

dominant tem n3I4. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r,, = 0.00 1 A.) 



Figure 4.11: Lineai 
I 

correlation for the mean-root-square radius of gyration 

(in A) in the presence of corrections to scaling on the 

dominant term n3I4. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r,, = 1 .O A.) 



Figure 4.12: Linear correlation for the mean-root-square radius of gyration 
1 

(@): (in A) in the presence of corrections to scaling on the 

dominant term dl4. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r,, = 2.75 A.) . 



Figure 4.13: Linear correlation for the average span of the c h a h  < R > 

(in A) in the presence of corrections to scaling on the ' 

dominant term n3I4. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r, = 2.75 A.) 



Figure 4.14: Linear correlation for the average end-to-end distance of the 

chahs < H > (in A) in the presence of corrections to scaling on 

the dominant term 12~'~. (Results correspond to the radius of 

excluded volume r,, = 2.75 A.) 



1 

Table 4. I l :  Linear regression analysis of l n ( ~ $  vs ln n for the four 

smallest values of radii of exciuded volume (0.00 1 A, 0;5& 1 .oA, 
and 1 SA). (The correlations use the five longest chahs 

computed for each r., value. The scaling exponent is indicated 

by V. Errors correspond to 95% confidence intervals in the 

means, and 6 is the correlation coefficient.) 

GX (A> n values used V .  

0.00 1 

0.500 

1 .O00 

1.500 

0.7330 

0.756 1 

0.7458 

0.7850 

error (v ) 

55 

40 

30 

15 

5 
0.0736 

0.0742 

0.0 193 

0.0204 

75 

60 

50 

35 

0.9985 

0.9986 

0.9999 

0.9999 



Table 4.12: Linear regression analysis of ln < R > vs in n for the four 

smailest values of radii of excluded volume (0.00 1 A, OSA, 1 .O& 

and MA). (The correlations use the five longest chains 

computed for each r, value. The scaling exponent is indicated 

by v. Errors correspond to 95% confidence intervals in the 

means, and 5 is the correlation coefficient.) 

rex (A) 

0.00 1 

0.500 

1 .O00 

1.500 

n values used v 

0.7646 

0.7696 

0.77 16 

0.83 15 

55 

40 

30 

15 

75 

60 

50 

35 

error (v) 

0.0520 

0.0709 

0.0230 

0.0260 

5 
0.9993 

0.9987 

0.9999 

0.9999 



Table 4.13: Linear regression analysis of In < H > vs ln n for the four 

smallest values of radii of excluded volume (0.00 1 A, O.SA, 1 .oA, 
and MA). (The correlations use the five longest chains 

computed for each r, value. The scaling exponent is indicated 

by v. Errors correspond to 95% confidence intervals i n  the 

means, and 5 is the correlation coefficient.) 

5 
0.9904 

0.9972 

0.9984 

0.9993 

error (v) 

0.2082 

0. 1076 

0.0776 

0.05 13 
l 

v 

0.8 102 

0.7746 

0.7476 

0.7733 

rex (A) 
0.00 1 

0.500 

1 .O00 

1.500 

n values used 

55 

40 

30 

15 

75 

60 

50 

35 



1 

Table 4.14: Linear regession analysis (g)i = anY4 + b for all radii 

of excluded volume. (This analysis ailows for a correction-to- 

scaling term with exponent A = 0.75. The correlation 

coefficient is indicated by 5. Error bars correspond to 95% 

confidence intervals in the means.) 

(a)  Fitting using the & longest chains computed for each r, value. 

(b) Fitting using the & longest chains computed for eoch r, value. 

r, (A) 
0.00 1 

0.500 

1 .O00 

1.500 

2.000 

2.500 

2.750 

n values used 
50 

35 

25 

a 
0.3759 

0.4308 

0.4971 

0.5720 

0.6403 

0.7333 

0.8470 

75 

60 

50 

b 
0.1988 

-0.0008 

-0.0194 

-0.24 10 

-0.3848 

-0.5707 

-0.8666 

error (a) 
0.020 1 

0.0269 

0.0091 

0.0064 

0.0 146 

0.04 10 

0.01 73 

10 

10 

15 

1 O 

error (b)  
0.4478 

0.4895 

O. 1394 

0.0678 

0.1436 

0.35 14 

O. 1 15 1 

35 

30 

20 

15 

5 
0.9993 

0.9990 

0.9999 

1.0000 

0.9999 

0.9992 

0.9999 



4.3 Characterization of mean molecular shape properties of 

chains in the 2D-continuum: molecular cntanglements 

and asphericity 

In the previous section, we discussed some properties of the configurationally- 

averageci macromo1ecuIa.r size. In this section. we discuss other aspects of the molecular 

shape, narnely the mean asphericity (R), the mean maximum overcrossing probability 

<A'>, and the average rnean nurnber of overcrossings (N) . 

Figure 4.15 shows the mean values of asphericity for three different radii of 

excluded volume (0.001& O.SA, and 1 .oA). We notice that (R) appean to increase 

slightly a s  the radius of excluded volume rises, although the effect is marginal. When the 

number of monomers is large (n 1 45), the mean value of asphericity oscillates regularly 

around a constant value, independently of excluded volume. This result is due to the short 

length of the chains, since we expect (R) + 1 for r, -t 2b. (For r,, + 0. our result 

agrees with the exact limits discussed in section 1.3.) Our findings show that asphericity is 

not a very sensitive descriptor to characterize the shape of short 2D chains. 

Measures of entanglement provide a more informative picture. Figure 4.16 shows 

the plot of the mean maximum overcrossing probability <A'> against the number of 



monomers n. As expected, CA'> increases when r, nses fiom 0.00 1 A to 1 .O& since a 

larger excluded volume gives rise to less entangled chains. (As we showed in chapter 2, 

the less entangied a chain, the larger its A* value.) SecondIy. <A'> decreases slowly 

with the number of monomen rt, for a given r, value. Because of the Limited number of 

monomers that we can treat in our computatioral scheme, we cannot establish whether 

there is a nonzero limit to <A'> as n + x .  The results for overcrossings in 3D space 

would suggest this tirnit is indeed zero [Arteca 1994~1. 

The configurationally-averaged mean number of overcrossings, (N) , exhibits a 

better characterized dependence on the number of monomen. In order to study the 

scaling behanour, we plot the logarithm of the average mean number of overcrossings 

ln(N) against h(n-2). (Note that one rnust have exactb (N) = O for n = 2 for al1 r,.) 

Figure 4.1 7 displays our results for the three d e s t  & values (0.00 119 0.5& and 1 .O&. 

We observe clearly that the value of ln(N) Uicreases with Ln@-2) in a sirnilar fashion for 

dl r, values. (Figure 4.18 complements the analysis by showing ail seven dflerent values 

of r,. For large r, values, we cannot reach the regime of long polymers. However, the 

indication is that the behaviour of (N) vs n is similar for all r,.) Fig. 4.17 demonstrates 

clearly that a power-law scaling relation exists, in the form: 

(N) - (n - 218 



where is a (critical) scaling exponent, which we shall refer to as the "enfanglement 

expuneni". Table 4.15 displays the linear regression analysis for the estimation of 

exponent p, using the three srnallest radii of excluded volume (0.001A, OSA. and 1 .oA) 

and the longest polymer chains. Table 4.15(a) shows the results obtained by using the five 

longest chains for each r, value. We find an average scaling exponent B = 0.39 2 O. 1 1. 

with linear regressions of mean correlation coefficient 6 = 0.987. Table 4.15(b) shows the 

results obtained by fitting ail the available chains where n 2 25. In this case. the 

correlations give an average scaling exponent 8 = 0.39 1 0.03. with an improved linear 

correlation (mean comlation coefficient 5=0.998). Note that the quality of the latter 

correlation is comparable to those obtained for the size scaling exponent v. with the same 

range of r, and n values. 

In conclusion, we have arrived in this section to two of the main new results in this 

thesis: 

(i) The configurationally-averaged mean number of overcrossings (F) for 2D 

chains exhibits power-law scaling with the number of monomers n (Le. eq. 14-13]). With a 

901 confidence ievel, our best estimation for the entanglement exponent appean to be: 

(ii) Within the precision of Our calculations, we cannot discem any strong 

dependence of the exponent P on the excluded volume interaction. 



The results in this section show that the entanglement exponent B depends on the 

dirnensionality of the chains. Considering that (q = O for ai l  n in ID space, and using 

the result in the literanire for B in 3D space [Arteca 1995b. Arteca 19971. we can state 

that depends on the dimensionality of the space (D) as follows: 

[4.1 Sa] 

[4.15b] 

[4.1 Sc] 

These results suggest that $ grows faster than linearly with the spatial dimension D. We 

note that the three results in eq. [4.15] c m  be fitted to a conjectured. qualitative 

dependence of the fonn: 

Proving (or disproving) this conjecture will require a refinement of results with longer 

chains. as well as the extension of the notion of overcrossings to hyperspace (D 24). This 

is beyond the scope of this thesis. 



Figure 4.15: Configurationally-averaged values of asphericity, for three 

different radii of excluded volume (0.001& OSA, and 1.0A), 

as a function of the number of rnonomers in the chah. - 



Figure 4.16: Relation between the mean maximum overcrossing probability 

CA*> and the number of monomers n, for chains of variable 

excluded volume interaction. 



Figure 4.17: Linear correlation between h(N) and In (n -2) with the three 

smallest values of radii of excluded volume (r,, = 0.00 1 A, 
OSA, and 1.0A). 

(The variable n - 2 takes into consideration the obvious fact 

that diatomic chahs do not overcross.) 





Table Linear regression analysis results for the scaling exponent P 
with the three smaliest values of radii of excluded volume 

(0.00 i A, 0.54, 1 .oA). 
(The fitting ensures a power law (N) - (n - 218. nie 

use the longer chains for each r,, value. Statistical 

correlations 

emrs 

correspond to 95% confidence intervals and 5 is the correlation 

coefficient.) 

(a) Linear regression analysis by using the five longest chains. 

(b) Linear regression analysis by using chains with n > 25. 

rex (A> 

0.00 1 

0.500 

1 -000 

GX (4 
0.00 1 

0.500 

1 .O00 

P 

0.3960 

0.3363 

0.4435 . 

errer@) 

O. 1535 

O. 1 076 

0.066 1 

n values used 5 
0.9785 

0.9852 

0.9967 

55 

40 

30 

n values used 

75 

60 

50 

P 

0.3720 

0.3594 

0.4344 

25 

25 

25 

75 

60 

50 

error(8) 

0.0 158 

0.03 19 

0.0367 

5 .  
0.9984 

0.996 1 

0.9982 



Chapter 5: Characterization of the Molecular 

Shape of Regular Macromolecular 

Conformations and Protein Backbones 

In chapter 4, we discussed the average molecular shape behaviour of 2D random 

polymer chains. In this chapter. 1 will focus on the molecular shape behaviour of regular 

polymer confomtions, as opposed to random conformations. Regular conformations are 

those that adopt a sequence of periodically-repeated bond angles. In 3D polyrner chains. 

these conformations include the important elements -of secondary structure of proteins. 

such as a-helices. 31crhe1ices. P-strands, and P-sheets priindén and Tooze 199 11. The 

mean shape properties of several 3D regular conformations have been characterized as a 

function of the number of monomers [Arteca 1995~1. In the case of regular motifs such as 

a-helices and suands, the mean overcrossing number N exhibits 1Nlear scaling (i-e., a 

critical exponent B = 1). It is an open question whether this property is also found in two 

dimensions. Here, 1 will address some of these issues by using 2D regular conformations, 

including all-tram chains and helical bundles. The characteriration of regular and random 

conformations provides a pair of reference points to study the shape of any 2D polyrners 

of interest. An interesting recent development is a projection of 3D polymers to two 

dimensions that conserves 3D shape features (see below). Our present analysis could be 

applied to compare shapes in a systematic survey of 2D projections of 3D backbones. 



5.1 The shape of 2D projections of protein backbones 

5.1.1 2D protein stmcture obtained by using a nonlinear mapping technique 

The prediction of protein structure is still one of the great challenges to scientists. 

It is assumed that al1 the information required to determine the 3D structure of a protein is 

contained in its primary xquence of amino acids. However, attempts to predict the 

structure of the protein native state solely from the primary sequence have not gone 

beyond 70% accuracy Martin et al. 1997, Lesk 19971. More prornising developments 

have taken place toward the characterization of the folding features of proteins and their 

shape cornparison. A number of techniques. based on rnolecular shape analysis and 

pattern recognition, are available to establish the homology of 3D protein shape features. 

(See review in Arteca [1996a] and references therein.) A recent developrnent is the 

possibility to compare protein backbones by using a nonlinear projection parlow and 

Richards 1995. Barlow and Richards 19961. In this section, we explain briefly this special 

3D+2D projection of a space curve, and we discuss how the entanglements in the 2D 

curve cm be characterized w ith the techniques developed in this thesis. 

Barlow and Richards (1995) applied a nonlinear mapping technique to generate 2D 

plots of protein stmcture, so that the distances between amino acids on the plane M c  

closely the corresponding distances in t h e  dimensions. (The nonlinear mapping was fint 

developed by Samrnon [1969] as a technique for multidimensional andysis and data 

compression.) The main idea of this technique is to minimize the ciifference between the 



distance matrix of the 3D protein backbone and the distance matrix of a 2D projection of 

this backbone. The backbone of an n-amino acid protein can be described by n three . 

dimensional vectors. r, = (x, , y , ,  2,). i = 1, .... n. The vector r, represents the a-carbon 

coordinates of residue i. (That is. the chain is represented by one atom per residue.) Then. 

we define n vecton in 2D space: W, = ( X i ,  Y,). i = 1, . ... n. Let the distance between 

residue i and residue j in 3D be denoted by ru, where: 

and let w,] be the distance between the sarne i and j residues in the 2D projecrion. We can 

now caiculate an error, E(m), which describes how welI the distances between amino 

acids in the 2D representation compare to those in the original 3D structure. The error 

E(m) is a functional of the projection coordinates (X,. Y,). given by: 

where m indicates the iteration number in a sequence of E(m) values converging towards 

its minimum. By using an iterative technique, we cm rninirnize E(m) with respect to the 

( X i ,  Yi) parameten. This defines the optimum projection. Barlow and Richards [1995] 

proposed an implementation of this technique using a steepest descent minimiration 



(iterative) aigorithm. This technique produces a nonlinear 2D mapping of the 3D protein 

stmcture. The resulting coordinates c m  be plotted as a 2D walk whose distance matrix 

reflects. to some extent. the distances between a-carbons in the original protein. This 

procedure cm be applied to any protein backbone. So far. little is known of the average 

shape features chat characterize these ZD projections [Barlow and Richards 1 9951. (An 

attempt at characterization has used a 1 D spectrum of distances [Barlow and Richards 

19961.) Even though we will not cany here the systematic study of these "?D proteins". 

some of their features can be understood by cornparhg them with regular conformations. 

5.1.2 2D protein shape behaviour analysis 

Figure 5.1 displays the tertiary structure of a single chah of rabbit uteroglobin. 

whose code in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) is IUTG. (This protein acts as 

a dimer involved in the binding of progesterone. The figure omits the disulfide bridges.) 

The ribbon mode1 traced over the arnino acid residues represents the backbone of the 

protein. (The plot has been generated wi th the molecular modeling program Hyperchem 

4.5.) The bottorn diagrams correspond to two views of the a-carbon backbone. The right 

view is along one of the helical axes. The left view reveals the four helices and it is sirnilar 

to the 2D projection denved with the Sammon algorithm [Barlow and Richards 19951. 

Figure 5.2 shows the 2D protein structure obtained by Barlow and Richards 

[1995] using the nonlinear rnapping technique. (Only the first 65 residues are show.) 



We can clearly see the four helices, denoted as A (from residues 1 to 2 1 ), B (from residues 

21 to 36), C (from residues 36 to 52). and D (from residues 52 to 65). Table 5.1 displays 

our results for the shape characterization of various sections of this backbone. Table 

S.l(a) gives the characterization of the isolated helices. whereas Table S.l(b) gives the 

results for a sequentid "walk" along the backbone. From Table 5.l(b). we notice that the 

asphericiiy. R. decreases as one "walks" along the backbone. This translates the fact that 

the protein backbone "curls over itself' and becomes compact along the walk. 

By Iooking into the variation of N dong the backbone. we can gain further insight 

into the shape of the 1 UTG native (projected) conformation. Note that the backbone 

becomes more convoluted (Le., with larger N values) onfy afier we consider the helices 

A+B+C. However, the helices A+B define a more open "partial" chah  Correspondingly. 

the number of overcrossings is srnaller. This is consistent with the fact that the section 

A+B has the largest end-to-end distance (H = 16. IA). Similarly. the full backbone 

(A+B+C+D) has the smallest end-to-end distance and it exhibits the largest N value. 

Table 5. [(a) provides a detailed characterization of four a-helices with variable 

length and shape features. We observe that, the longer the helix, the larger the N value. 

It would be important to compare this behaviour with that of a "regular." perfect helix. In 

two dimensions, such an object can be approxirnated by a chain in all-trans cqnfomation 

(Le., a 2D "zigzag walk"). The next section anaiyzes these structures. 



Figure 5.1 : Tertiary structure of rabbit uteroglobin, PDB code IUTG, showing the back- 

bone in ribbon mode1 and the amino acid residues (top). The bottom diagrams correspond to two 

views of the a-carbon backbone. The right view is dong one of the helicai axes. The left view 

reveals the four helices and it is similar to the ZD-projection derived with the Sammon algorithm. 



Figure 5.2: Two-dimensional projection of rabbit uteroglobin (1 UTG) using 

the Sammon algorithm (adapted from Barlow and Richards, 1995). 

(Only the first 65 amino acids have been used in the projection. 

The letters indicate the four a-helices.) 



Table 5.1: Shape characterization o f  different sections of the 2D-projection 

of a monomer chain of rabbit uteroglobin. (The first colurnn 

shows the range of amino acid residues that define the section 

under study.) 

(a) Isolated helices 

Section "$ 
analysed 

Helix A 
(from 1 to 21) l 

Helix B 
( from 2 1 to 36) 

Helix C 
(from 36 to 52) 

(from 52 to 65) 

(b) Sequential sections dong the protein backbone 

Helix A 1 5.436 / 9-699 / 17.6774 

Section 
analysed (R$ 

(A) 

Helices A+B 
(from 1 to 36) 

Helices A+B+C 
(from 1 to 52) 

Helices A+B+C+D 
(from 1 to 65) 

R 
(A, 

7.073 

6.6 17 

6.246 

H 
(A) 

11.212 

1 1.808 

1 1.288 

16.1003 

12.4532 

2.6500 



5.2 Molecular shape of regular all-trans linear chains: 

a model for a 2D a-helix 

In order to compare 2D projections of actual 3D a-helices. we discuss here in 

detail a model of a 2D helix, the ail-tram linear chain (a "zigzag-like" polymer). 

The algorithm to construct this 2D polymer in the continuum is as follows: 

( 1 )  Assign a constant bond angle, 9 . a fixed number of monomers (nodes) n. and 

a constant bond length b. (In Our case. we use b = 1 SA throughoui.) 

(2) Let the coordinates of the first node be (0.0). The coordinates (X,. Y,) of the 

remaining nodes are as follows. If j ( j = 2.4, . . . 5 n) is a node index taking only 

even values, then we have: 

a 
Xj = (j- 1)bsin- 

2 
7 

When theindexj isodd (j = 1.3 ,  ... In), we have: 
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(3) After an ail-tram chah of n nodes is formed, we andyx iis molecular shape by using 

the same method discussed in chapter 3 for single configurations. 

The systematic analysis of dl-tram chains with variable 0 and n was carried out 

with the FORTRAN program called "2D-Shape-Zigzagfoi. (Appendix Ji. 1n terms of 

size and asphencity, the behaviour of these conformen is very simple. AI1 molecular 

lengths (Le., RG, R, and H) increase linearly with ri. for ai l  Q. .Figure 5.3 shows the 

variation of RG vs n in the case 0=60°.) Similarly. the asphericity approaches R -+ 1 for 

long n, as the chah resembles a 1 D "rod". In terms of entanglements, however, the chains 

show an interesting, rather subtle behaviour that we discuss below. 

Figures 5.4-5.5 show the results for N in two cases. = 60" and 0 = 150'. 

respectively. In both situations, we observe that N increases with n, but it exhibits an 

oscillation depending on the odd/even value of n. Note that if n is even. we have: 

N ( n ) > N ( n + l )  , and N(n + 2) > N ( n ) .  

These oscilIations increase with the value of Q>. However. within a series of n values odd 

or even, N increases monotonousiy, and nonlinearly. These propenies are .a nontrivial 

departure from the results for regular 3D helices [Arteca 1995~1. where N grows linearly 

with n. It is very important to understand the reason for these differences. Fomnately. 



this can be done in the case of dl-tram chains because their simplicity ailows one to 

compute exactly. Below. 1 discuss how this can be accomplished by using an argument 

proposed by G. Arteca [ 19981. 

The exact value of N for an dl-tram chah can be computed analytically by 

determining the corresponding overcrossing probabilities A, : 

where we take into account that the maximum number of overcrossings is n-2. (Note that 

a %ne-of-sight" diameter line, as discussed in chapter 2, will at most intersect n- 1 bonds. 

thus produce n-2 overcrossings.) 

The evaluation of follows a simple geornetric argument. Consider the chah in 

Figure 5.6 (n = IO), where the centre of mass is located in the middle of the bond between 

nodes 5 and 6. If we now trace a "line-of-sight" diarneter line passing through the centre 

of mass, we can "count" the exact number of overcrossings N. If O, denotes the angle 

(in radians) of the region producing N overcrossings, it is clear that the overcrossing 

probability is: 



Figure 5.6 shows that, if n = 10. only N = 0. 2. 4. 6. 8 are possible. This illustrates an 

evident gened property of regular dl-trans chains: N cm only take even values if n is 

even. (A similar analysis for odd-n shows that only odd-N overcrossings are possible.) 

The angles O, in Fig. 5.6 detennine the probabilities. and their computation is 

straightforward. More importantly. note that al1 the regions O,,, . N = 0. 2. 4. 6 wiil be 

unaitered if the chah is lengthened (Le.. n = 12. 14. ...). This indicates that we c m  

compute 8,. N < n-2. using a chain of n monomers. and this result is valid for al1 longer 

chains. The only remaining angle, O,.?. will change from chain to chain. but it is simply 

given as the complement: 

Without any loss of generality, we compute here ON for even-n chains. (The 

analysis of odd-n is similar, the only difference king caused by the off-chain location of 

their centre of mass.) In an even-n chain, the location of the centre of mass (in the 

coordinate system used for eqs. [S. 1 1-[5.2]) is (Xcsf. Yeu). where: 

b 0 
X, = (n- 1)-sin- 

2 2 
9 



To cornpute the angles 8 , ~  . we shift the coordinates to the centre of mas. The new 

coordinates for the nodes becorne: 

where the values of X,, Y, for j even /odd arc given by eqs. [5.1)-[5.2]. 

From Fig. 5.6. we see that the angle is determined by the position of the 

j-node, in coordinates with ongin at the centre of m a s .  Considenng the scalar product: 

a simple calculation gives us: 

r 
7 a, cos- - - 3sin- - 

2 

cos2 -+gsin2 

[S. 1 O] 



To deduce the general form of @N. we proceed by induction by using other examples. 

From Fig. 5.6. we see that the angle e2 is determined by the (n  + 1 )  - node and the 
2 

n 
(- + 3) - node, as: 

2 

which immediatel y gives: 

A similar argument shows that O4 is determined by: 

COS O4 = w' -w;+~ / WB+? ;+2 Il I-lF-i+4 * 

which gives: 



7 Q, 7 0 
cos' - + 21sin' - 

0, = arcos 2 2 
7 Q, @)"'(Cos' 

cos- - + 9sin' - 
2 2 

With these results, we cm deduce the general pattern, since the numerical valu es in the 

argument of "arcos" in O,v increase with N as (N - l)', (N + 3)', and ( N  - 1 )(N + 3). We 

obtain thus the general result for the overcrossing probabilities: 

7 0 3 

I cos'-+(N-1)(N+3)sin' - 
A,v = - arcos 2 2 . p. 151 

n 7 @ 3-]Vl[cos2 ;+(N +3)'rin2 
cos- - +(N - 1)'sin- 

2 2 

where N = 0. 2.4. . .. , n-4. For the largest number of overcrossings (N = n - 2). we have 

(cf. eq. [5.6]): 

Finally, the value of N is computed with eqs. [5.4], [S .  151 and [5.16]. We have checked 

the N-values deduced from these formulas with those derived from Our direct numerical 

evaluation with m projections (using the program in Appendix 4). The results are 

indistinguishable within the error bars from those in Fig. 5.4-5.5. The present formulas 



permit the exact evaluation of N for any even-n value. Thus. we have computed N for 

n < 15.000, in order to detect any scaling behaviour. (The computations are carried out 

with the program "Fomula.for**. in Appendix 5.  written by G. Aneca.) Two important 

observations are made: 

( 1 ) For even-n, there are no oscillations for any values. This resulr confirms our direct 

numerical computation and certifies the fact that the oscillations are only associated with 

n king alternativety odd or even. 

(2) A logarithmic plot (log N vs log n) is curved for al1 values of n .  This indicates that 

there is no power-law scaling. 

A simple application of the formulas above for variable n reveals that N does not 

follow a power-law behaviour (i .e.. np), but rather exhibits lognrithmic scaling ( i  .e.. 

- 
N = In n). Figure 5.7 shows a plot of N vs log n for the all-tram chain with @ = 60'. 

The result is a straight line from n > 15. (Note that a "zigzag chain" requires n 2 4. thus 

the possibility of N= O ai n = 2 is excluded.) A linear regression usinp n = 500. 1000. 

1500. 2000, . . . , 15000 gives: 



with correlation coefficient 6 > 0.9999999 and 95% confidence intervals. A similar 

regression for = 150" (using n = 500. 1000. 1500. . . . . 8 0 )  gives 

indicating that the prelogarithmic constant decreases as the chah becomes a 1 D "rod". 

nie exact analysis presented in this section leads us to two important conclusions: 

(1 )  Scaling behaviour of N depends strongly on dimensionality. Whereas in three 

dimensions, N scales exponentially (- np) for both random and regular conforma~ions. 

the sarne is not true in two dimensions. We have now show that N in some regular 

conformations scaies with n following a law different from an exponential growth.. 

(2) The scaling law eq. [S .  171 is well defined even for rather shon chains. The correlation 

in Fig. 5.7 c m  be obtained from chains as shon as n = 20. This observation is consistent 

with the results in chapter 4 for (N) in random chain polymers. In that case. we obtained 

the asymptotic behaviour for low r, values with chains n > 20. The present result 

suggests that indeed it is sufficient to use chains n < 100 to obtain a good representation 

of scaling behaviour in two dimensions. 



Figure 5.3: Linear correlation between the radius of gyration Rû and the 

number of monomers n for an dl-tram polymer conformation. 

[The chosen bond angle is @=60° .] 



Figure 5.4: Relation between the mean number of overcrossings N and the 

number of monomers n for an dl-trans polymer conformation. 

[The chosen bond angle is @=604 The oscillations are associated 

with ali odd/even values of n. See text.] 



Figure 5.5: Relation between the mean number of overcrossings N and the 

number of monomers n for an dl-tram polyrner conformation. 

[The chosen bond angle is 9=150°. The oscillations are associated 

with ail oddeven values of n. See text.] 



Figure 5.6: Example of an dl-tram linear chah (n = 1 O). 

[The angles ON define the regions where "line-of-sight" 

diameter lines will produce N overcrossings (i.e., N+l inter- 

sections with the chain). The overcrossing probabilities are given 

in this case simply as: AN = ONh. The black dot on the chain 

indicates the centre of mass.] 



Figure 5.7: Logarithmic scaling in the mean iiurnber of overcrossings N 

as a function of the number of nodes (n) in an dl-tram linear chain. 

[The results correspond to the "zig-zag" walk with @ = 60°.] 



Molecular shape behaviour of a helical bundle polymer 

Figure 5.8 displays a "cartoon" of how a typical a-helical bundle will appear in 

two dimensions. (In this case, the 2D helices correspond to short dl-tram chains with 

@=36.g0.) It is possible that, in some cases, the Sarnmon algorithm (discussed in section 

5.1) will produce such a projection for an actual 3D six helix bundle. Multihelix bundles 

are a common motif in many proteins. including those in the globin family [Brandén and 

Tooze 199 11. In this section we briefly discuss their 2D counterpart. 

Table 5.2 shows the shape characterization of the six-helix bundle displayed in Fig. 

5.8. (The results have been obtained with the FORlWIii program "2 D-Shape-Test.Jor". 

Appendix 1). The characterization is performed as in section 5.1, by "walking" along the 

backbone of the bundle (i.e., by using sequences of increasing number of helices). 

From Table 5.2, we notice that the molecular size (RGI R, and H) increases with 

the number of helices. The asphericity, R, increases after the third helix, as the chah 

becomes elongate ("prolate") in shape. We also observe that the mean number of 

overcrossings increases but oscillates regularly. in a phenornenon that resembles the 

behaviour discussed in section 5.2. This oscillation is a consequence of the fact that the 

centre of mass is located between two neighbouring helices when the number of helices is 

even. As a result, the mean overcrossing number decreases when the number of helices is 

even. Once again, an analysis of overcrossings allows us to gain further insighü into the 

shape of a polymer, beyond the information contained in RG, R, H, and 42. In this 



particular case. N is the only descriptor conveying the difference between an odd and an 

even number of helices. In two dimensions, bundles with an even number of helices (nhdix) 

are classified as king less entangled than the bundles with either (nh,,,, - 1  ) or (nhei,, cl ) 

helices. 



Figure 5.8: A mode1 of 2D helical bundle comprising six 2D "a-helices" 

(each short all-tram chain has a bond angle @ = 36.9". The 

arrows indicate the lirnits of the helices.) 



Table 5.2: Shape characterization of a 2D a-helical bundle. 

(The first colurnn indicates the sequence of nodes considered 

when "waiking" dong the chain.) 

Helices 
used 

Helix O-+ 1 

Helices 0-3 l 5-943 - 1 8-746 

1 

( )  
(A, 

Helices 0+2 4.520 

Helices 0 4  1 7.455 1 '-332 

R 
(A> 

3.240 

6.02 1 

Helices 0+5 1 9-045 1 1J-230 

4.743 

Helices 0-6 1 10.673 1 1,062 



5.4 Cornparison of the shape of a 2D protein projection with 

those of random walks with excluded volume interaction 

and regular all-trans chains 

To conclude this chapter. we can now compare sorne of the models of ZD 

polymen discussed so far. In this section, I simply want to provide an exploratory 

illustration of the potential applications of 2D entanglements as a tool for the analysis of 

polymer shape. An exhaustive survey of 2D projections for protein farnilies is a very 

promising line of research. but it falls outside the scope of diis thesis. 

Table 5.3 presents the entanglement descriptor N for the 2D (Sammon) 

projection of the protein uteroglobin (1 UTG), together with the corresponding values for 

random walks and ail-tram conformers. (For the protein IUTG, we use the projection of 

Barlow and Richards [1995] discussed in section 5.1 .) Table 5.3 displays the results for 

N in sequential sections of 1 UTG ( F,,, ), and compares these values with the averaged 

(N) values in random walks. and the value of Eh,u for a single dl-tram c h a h  In al1 

cases, we have considered chains with the sarne number of monomers n. Note that, 

whenever a chah is made of bonds with equal bond length b, the N value is invarians so 

a change in b, Le., to a uniform change of scale. (See discussion in chapter 2.) However. 

this is not necessarily true if the bonds are of unequal length (as it is the case in a 2D 

protein projection). For this reason, sections of a projected protein should be compared 



- 
with 2D chains with a constant bond lengrh 6. set as b =bp,,, . where b,,,, is the mean 

bond length in the protein projection. These values are expected to be relatively constant 

in projected a-carbon backbones. (The values of &r,,lcI, for sections of IUTG appear in 

Table 5.3.) 

The observations in Table 5.3 can be summarized as follows: 

(1) A single helix (e.g., helix A in 1üTG) can be more entangled (i-e.. have larger N 

value) than a random walk with a repulsive excluded volume interaction described 

by r,. (In turn, these random walks are more entangled than a regular dl-trans chain ). 

This result probably reflects the fact that actual helices are held together by attractive 

forces. leading to compact 2D projections with irregularities and kinks. (See Fig. 5.2.)  

(2) The section of lüTG with helices A and B defines a loosely packed conformation. 

where the helices are very separated. In this case, both the random walks and the 

regular all-trans conformation are more entangled. 

(3) When the entire protein 1 UTG is considered. the native state conformation- is again 

more entangled than any 2D random walk with r,, 2 O or any regular ZD helical 

model. This will probably be the case for compact protein projections. such as those 

corresponding to globular proteins. 

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 complement the above analysis by depicting the overcrossing 

probability distribution for selected sections of the lUTG protein and the ail-tram helix 

with the same number of rnonomen n (and an average bond length b=bp,,)[,,, ). Figure 5.9 



shows the distribution for helix A in IUTG (n = 2 1 ) and a 2 1 -node ZD a-helix. Note 

that, despite the difference in N values. one can recognize a similarity in the distribution 

of overcrossings (especially for N I 6). In other words. one can identify the first 7 1 

residues of the 2D projection of lUTG as, indeed. a helix. In contrast. Fig. 5.10 shows 

that this similarity in overcrossing probability distribution is destroyed when we consider 

the section with helices A+B. In other words, a difference in A,\-distribution tells us chat 

the two sections considered exhibit substantially different molecular shape. This analysis 

cm be used in other cases to complement the simple cornparison of mean overcrossing 

numben M. 



Table 5.3: Cornparison of the mean number of overcrossings N between the 2D projection of the protein 

1 UTG and those of random walks and all-tram chains (2D helix) with the same number of 

niotiomers n. 

[The value h represents the mean bond length in the 2D projection of 1 UTG (with an error of 

one staiidard deviation). Tliese values are used in the cornputation of N for a 2D helix mo- 

delled as ail all-trans chain. The value O= 120' provides 2D lielices of intermediate com- 

pactness. The results for the random walk with excluded volume interaction correspond to 

(N), computed as discussed in chapter 4.1 

Ilmige of 

n values used 
1-+ 21 

l +  36 

l +  52  

l +  65 

-- 
bpm,dtl (A) 

1 .O4 k 0.2H 

1.90 k O. 1 8 

1.84 f 0.13 

1.86 I 0 . : 2  

2D protein 
1 UTG 
2.4563 

t .O545 

2.520i) 

4.7226 

random walk 
(r,,=O .O0 1 A) 

1.7768 

2.2057 

2.5459 

2.7787 

random walk 
(r,,= 1 .O& 

1.2847 

t ,560 1 

1.8553 

2D helix 
(a>= 120") 

1.0569 

1 

1.3674 

1 S058 

1.4787 



Figure 5.9: Overcrossing probability distributions for the 2D projection of 

protein lUTG and the au-trans chain with the same number of 

monomers (n = 21) and constant bond length (b=bp,,, = 1.9392A). 

Series 1 : AU-trans chah (a mode1 of 2D helix) 

Series 2: Helix A in lUTG 



Figure 5.10: Overcrossing probability distributions for the 2D projection of 

protein 1 UTG and the all-tram chain with the same number of 

monomers (n = 36) and constant bond length (b =bp,,, =1.899 1 A). 

Series 1: All-tram chain (a mode1 of 2D helix) 

Series 2: Helix A in lUTG 



Chapter 6: Summary and Further Research 

6.1 Brief summary of results 

The main motivation for the work in this thesis has been the search for new tooIs 

that a theoretical chemist can use to characterize the shape of a macrornolecule. In the 

case of large molecules, one can resort to models of three- and two-dimensional walks in 

space to describe their shape. However. whereas a number of descripton are well known 

for 3D models, their 2D versions have been less developed. My goal in this thesis has 

been to contnbute to a better understanding and characterization of MO-dimensionai 

polymers. These models have useful applications to understanding not only polymers 

adsorbed onto surfaces, but aiso the actual 3D structure of macrornoIecules by projecting 

them to two dimensions. 

The main result of this thesis is the development of the concept of "pol~mer 

enfanglement in two dimensions." This concept. aiready well studied in three dimensions. 

conveys how a polymer is folded onto itself. The notion of entanglernent cornplexity is 

not trividly related to other shape features such a s  size or anisometry. 1Measuring 

entanglements requires not only the information on the molecular geometry, but also it 

takes into account the connectivity of atorns by a bond matnx. In this thesis, 1 have 



generalized the theory for measuring polymer entanglements by introducing the idea of 

bond-bond overcrossings in two dimensions. 

In three dimensions. 'bovercrossings" are the result of bond-bond intersections that 

take place in planar projections of a backbone. In two dimensions. actual self- 

intersections do not occur when using ZD self-avoiding random waiks. However. I have 

proposed in this work an extension of the formalism by using %ne-of-sight" projections 

corresponding to diameters of the smallest circle enclosing a macromolecule. Chapter 2 of 

this thesis presented the theory and algorithm to compute the probabilities of 

overcrossings in two dimensions, and also related shape descripton such as the maximum 

overcrossing probability (A*) and the meui number of overcrossings (N) . Chapter 3 

described how to generate the 2D self-avoiding walks in the continuum. as well as how to 

analyse the shape of 2D chains with excluded volume interaction. 

The substantial issues addressed in chopters 4 and 5 can be summarized in two 

main questions: 

( 1 ) What is the mean (i.e.. configurationally-averaged) behaviour of descriptors of 

molecular entanglements in 2D self-avoiding random walks in the continuum? 

Do they exhibit a recognizable scaling behaviour with the length of the polymer? 

(2) What is the molecular shape of regular polymer conformations? Do they also 

exhibit scaling behaviour? 

Chapter 4 gives the detailed answer to the first question, while chapter 5 addresses 

the second question. 



in summary, this thesis presents the following new aehievements: 

(a) A compact formalism to define and compute overcrossings in two dimensions. 

(b) A characterization of new aspects of the shape of 2D random polymer chains. 

including a detailed analysis of how the mean attrition rate (P, , ,~)  drpends 

on the exciuded volume and the number of monomers. 

(c) Compelling evidence that the configurationally-averaged mean number of 

overcrossings (N) exhibits power-law scaling with the nurnber of rnonorners 

n in 2D self-avoiding chains: 

Within the precision of our simulations, the scaling exponent is: i 0.39 + 0.05. 

We did not find a strong dependence of the exponent B on the excluded volume 

interaction. However, as depends on the dimensionality of the chain. we conjecture: 

where D is the dimensionality of the space in which the chah is embedded. 

(d) For regular dl-tram linear chains (a mode1 of a 2D a-helix), 1 have shown that fl 

scales logarithmically (instead of as a power-law) with the nurnber of monomers n: 



where the coeff~cient "a" depends on the compactness of the "2D helix". 

(e) Findly, I have introduced an algorithm that cm be used to charactenze I D  protein 

projections obtained via a nonlinear transformation that minimizes the distonion of 

the distance matrices when going from 3 to 2 dimensions. 

6.2 Some avenues for further research 

In this thesis, 1 have considered just one exarnple to characterize the ZD shape of a 

protein backbone by using the nonlinear mapping technique developed by Sammoo 

[1969]. Of course, the procedure can be applied to any other protein whose 3D structure 

is known. It remains as an interesting open problem to demonstrate whether the I D  

projections of al1 native States of globular proteins satisfi the sarne scaling behaviour of 

2D random polymers with excluded volume. In 3D space, this result is known to be valid 

for compact proteins, once a minimum number of amino acid residues is reached [Arteca 

1995bl. 

One can also extend the present technique to polymen with different topologies, 

e-g., branched polymers on surfaces, or "polymer brushes" (Le., densely packed grafted 

chahs). As well, the present rnethod c m  be used to compare the mean shapes of random 



2D cellular structures, such as those formed by soap froths or crack patterns in ceramics. 

Further research should verify whether these systems exhibit similar scaling behaviours. 
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Appendix 1: 

Prograrn "2D-Shape-Test.forw for the molecular shape analysis of a single 

isolated polymer configuration in the 2D continuum. 

PROGRAM MAIN 
IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A-H, 0-2) 
CHARACTER*120 INPUT-FILE, OUTPUT-FILE 
DIMENSION X(200) ,Y(200) 
DIMENSION AA(O:500) 
DIMENSION BMAX(O:500), N-STAR(10) 
COMMON XO(200) ,Y0(200) 

WRITE (6, *)  ' ENTER INPUT-FILE IN QUOTES ' 
READ ( 5 ,  * ) INPUT-FILE 

WRITE(6,*) 'ENTER OUTPUT-FILE IN QUOTES' 
READ ( 5 ,  ) OUTPUT-FILE 
WRITE(6,') '2D-SHAPE.FOR1 
OPEN(UNIT=20, FILE=INPUT-FILE, ÇTATUS='UNKNOWN'I 
OPEN(UNIT=21, FILE=OUTPUT-FILE, STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
DO I=1,200 
READ(2O,*,mD=S) X(I), Y ( I )  
ENDDO 
CLOSE (20) 
NAT=I - 1 
WRITE(6,*) 'NO. OF ATOMS FOUND=', NAT 
WRITE (6, * )  ' 8 

H=((X(l)-X(NAT))'*2+(Y(l) -Y(NAT) ) * * 2 )  f * ( 0 . 5 )  
ANAT =NAT 
ANAT-DIV=l.DO/ANAT 

S=X(l) 
A=Y (1) 
DO 10 I=2,NAT 
S=S+X (1) 
A=A+Y ( I ) 
CONTINUE 
XC=S*ANAT-DIV 
YC=AtANAT-DIV 
WRITE(6,*) XC, YC 
Z=O .DO 

c Translating coordinates to the centre of mass. 

DO 20 I=l,NAT 
XO(I)=XtI) -xc 
YO(I)=Y{I) -YC 
P=XO(I) +*2+YO(I) **2 
Z=Z+P 
IF (I.EQ.1) RTEMP=P 
IF (P. GT . RTEMP) RTEMP=P 
CONTINUE 



R=DSQRT ( RTPIP 1 
RG,S=Z*ANAT-DIV 
C U L  SB1 (NAT,xl,XS,OMEGA) 
WRITE(21,lOO) RG-2, DSQRT(RG-21, R, XI, X2, OMEGA 

100 FORMAT(3X8 'RG-2=', F7.3, / ,  
$ SX, 'RG=', €7.3, 2X, 'R=', F7.3, 2X, ! ,  
$ 2X, ' X I = ' ,  F10.3, 2X, 'X2=', F10.3, 2X,  'OMEGA=' , F6.4) 
WRITE(6, * )  'CALLING SBI' 
cal1 SB2 (NAT,M, R,AA,NMAX) 
WEZITE(6, * )  'CAUING SB2' 
WRITE(6, * )  'NMAX=' ,  NMAX 
WRITE(6, * )  ( A A ( X ) ,  I=0, NMAX) 
CALL SB3 (NMAX, AA, AMAX, AN-MEAN, AN-STAR) 
WRITE(21,ISO) H, AMAX, AN-NEAN 

150 FORMAT (lx, 'H=' ,F15.4, SX, 'AMAX='  ,F6.4, SX, 'AN-MEAN=' , F 7 . 4 )  
END 

CC 
CC 

SUSROUTINE SB1 (NAT, X I ,  X2 ,  A) 
IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A-H, 0-2) 

COMMON XO(2OO) ,Y0(200) 
AI11=YO (1) **2 
A122=X0(1) "'2 
AI12=-XO(1) *YO(l) 
DO 10 I=Z,NAT 
AIll=AIil+YO (1) * * 2  
AI22=AI22+XO(I) **2 
A112=AI12-X0 (1) * Y 0  (1) 
CONTINUE 

IF(D.LT.O.dO) STOP 
D=DSQRT ( D ) 
XI=(-B+D) /2.DO 
X2= (-B-D) /2 .DO 
A= ( (Xi-X2) / (X1+x2) ) * * 2  
END 

SUBRCUTINE SB2 (NAT, M, R, AA, K-OLD) 
IMPLICIT REAL18 (A-H, 0-2) 
DIMENSION AA(O:500) 
COMMON XO(2OO) ,Y0(200) 
PI=DACOS(-1.DO) 
M=10000 
AM=M 
FACTOR=PI/AM 
WRITE(6, * )  'NAT=', NAT, 'R=' , R 
DO 100 N=O,SOO 

100 AA (NI = O .  DO 
120 Dû 10 J=l,M 

NPTS=O 
AJ=J 
PHI= (AJ-1. DO) FACTOR 

c write(6,*) J 
YPl=R*DSIN (PHI) 
YP2=-R"DSIN(PH1) 
C=YPl-YP2 



XPl=R*DCOS(PHI) 
XP2 =-RCDCOS ( PHI 1 
E=XPl -XP2 
Dû 20 I = 2 ,  NAT 
B=YO(I) -YO(I-1) 
D=XO(I) -XO(I-1) 
IF((DABS(B-C).LT.1.D-I2I-AND.(DABS[D-E).LTl.D-liJ GO TO 10 
IF (DABS (C) .LT. 1. D-12 1 THEN 

IF(DABS(B) .LT.l.D-12) THEN 
GO TO 200 
IF(DABS(YO(1) -YPl) .GT.l.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 20 
ELSE 

NPTS=NPTS+L 
GO TO 20 

END IF 
ELSE 
T=(YP2-YO(I-1) ) /B 
Tl= (T*D+XO(I-1) -XP2) /E 
END IF 
GO TO 300 
ELSE IF(DABS(E)-LT.l.D-12) THEN 

IF(DABS(D).LT.l.D-12) THEN 
GO TO 210 
IF(DAES(XO(1) -XPI) .GT.l.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 20 
ELSE 

NPTS=NPTS+l 
GO TO 20 

END IF 
ELSE 
T= (XPS-XO (1-1) /D 
Tl=(T*B+YO(I-1)-YPS)/C 
END IF 
GO TO 300 

ELSE IF(DABS(B).LT.l.D-12) THEN 
IF (DABS(C) .LT.I.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 220 
IF (DABS(YP1-YO(1) 1 .GT.I.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 20 
ELSE 
NPTS=NPTS+l 
GO TO 20 

END IF 
ELSE 
Tl= (YO(1-1) -YP2) /C 
T= (TleE+XP2-XO(1-1) 1 /D 
END IF 
GO TO 300 

ELSE IF(DABS(D).LT.I.D-12) THEN 
IF(DABS(E) .LT.l.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 230 
IF(DABS(XP1-XO(1) .GT.l.D-12) T H E .  

GO TO 20 
ELSE 

NPTS =NPTS+ 1 
GO TO 20 

END IF 
ELSE 
Tl= (XO(1-1) -XP2) /E 



T=(TleC+YP2-YO(1-1) 1 /B 
END IF 
GO TO 300 

ELSE 
IF (DABS (B'E-Cf D) . LT. 1. D-12) GO TO 10 

T=(C'(XO(I-1) -XP2) +Et (YP2-YO(I-Il ) 1 / (B8E-C*D)  
TT= (T*D+XO (1-1 1 -XP2 /E  

IF(((T.GE.O.DO).AND.(TTLE.l.DO))~AND.( ( T l . G E . O . D O ) . A F J D -  
$ (Tl.LE.1.DO) 1 )  NPTS=NPTS+l 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
N=NPTS - 1 

WRITE ( 6, + 1 NPTS 
AA(N) =AA(N) +I .DO 
IF(J.EQ.l) K-OLD=N 
K=N 
IF(K.GT.K-OLD) K-OLD=K 
CONTINUE 
AM-DIV=l. DO /AM 
DO 30 N=O,K-OLD 
AA (N) =AA (N) *AM-DIV 
CONTINUE 
ENI) 

SUBROUTINE SB3 (NMAX, AA, AMAX, A N - M W ,  AN-STAR 1 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H I  0 - 2 )  
DIMENSION AA ( O : NMAX) 
DIMENSION BMAX(O:NMAX), N-STAR(10) 

DO I O  KK=O, NMAX 
BMAX (KK) =O. DO 
AN_MEAN=O. DO 
DO 1 I=O, NMAX 
AI=I 
AN--=AN-MEAN+AI *AA ( 1 ) 
BMAX(1) =AA(I) 
CONTINUE 

c The calculation of AN-MEAN is complete, now it calculates A* and N * .  
c AMAX is the maximum probability of overcrossings A*, whereas 
c N(IM) is a vector with the values of Ne, the number of overcrossings 
c with probability A * .  

AMAX= BMAX ( O ) 
DO 2 J=1, NMAX 
IF(BMAX(J) .GT.AMAX) AMAX=BMAX(J) 

2 CONTINUE 
IM=1 
DO 3 K=O, NMAX 
IF (DAES (BMAX (K) -AMAX) . LT - 1. D-OS) GO TO 4 
GO TO 3 

4 N-STAR ( IM) =K 
IM=IM+l 

3 CONTINUE 

c Al1 the N* values are stored in N-STAR(IM1, now we calculate 
c their mean over IM-1 maxima: 



NuMBiBER=IM-1 
if (NOMBER.GE.10) GO TO 30 
ANUMBER=NUMBER 
AN-STAR=O . DO 
DO 20 IK=l, NUMBER 
STAR=N-STAR ( IK) 
AN-STAR=AN,STAR+ STAR 
AN-STAR=AN-STAR/ANUMBER 
GO TO 40 
WRITE(6,') 'Found too many maxima f o r  the overcr.  probabilities! ' 
STOP 
END 



Appendix 2: 

Coordinate files for 2D walks used as tests for the program in Appendix 1 (see chapter 2) .  







Appendix 3: 

Program "2D-Shape-Means.for** for the generation of self-avoiding walks in the 

continuum and the calculation of their molecular shape. [All the data in the 

Tables 4.1-4.7 was obtained by using this program.] 

c Program 2d-shape-means . for 
c Program main 

implicit real*8 (a-h, O-z) 
characterwl20 output-filel, input-file, output-file2 

c integer*4 iseed 
dimension aa(0:IOOO) 
dimension bmax(0:1000), n-star(l0) 
dimension x(500), y(500) 
common xo(530), yo (500) 

c -------------------------------------------------------------- 
c write (6, * )  enter input-file in quotes ' 

read (5,') input-f i l e  
c mite (6, * )  * enter output-file in quotes ' 

read (5,') output-filel 
read (5,') output-file2 
open ( unit=43, file=output_file2, status='unknown' ) 
open ( unit=42, file=input-file, status='unknown' ) 

open ( unit=41, file=output-filel, statüs='unknownl ) 
mite (41,901) 

901 format(lx, ' Rg-2 Rg R H AM AN' 
S l Omega Pk-->ka ) 
mite (43,*) * I 

mite (43,800) 
800 f0-t (lx, ' <Rg-2> cRg> CR> <OM> CH> <AM> <AN> ' 

read (42,') nat 
read (42, * )  bl 
read (42, * rex 
read (42, * ) 12-seed 

c read (42, * Iseed 
read (42,*) 1 
read (42, * )  max-walk 
write(6,') * number of conformers to explore= ' ,  max-walk 
close (42 ) 

av-rg2 =O .do 
av-r =O .do 
av-r2 =O.dO 
av-om =O.dO 
av-om2=0. d0 
av_rg4=0. d0 
av-h =O .dO 
av-h2 =O. do 
av-am =O.do 
av-am2 =O. do 
av-an =O .dO 
av-an2 =O . do 



c Here begins the computation of each successful chain. 

C--=-- G. Arteca, progress: 
C 
c Compute average advance. 
C 

cal1 progress ( ind-walk, max-walk, 
if (iprint.eq.0) go to 10 
wrLte(6,11991) iperc 

11991 format(lh,' Reached ' ,  i2, ' %  a 1 
c--=-- 

m i t e  (6,*) 'ind-walk= ' ,  ind-walk, 

iprint, iperc 1 

do 200 i=l, nat 
x(i)=O.dO 
y(i)=O.dO 

do 20 i = 3 ,  nat 
alpha=ran-2 ( i2-seed) *2. dOtpi 

a,random=a-random+l.dO 
x(i)=bl*dcos (alpha) + x ( i - 1 )  
y(i) =bledsin (alpha) +y (i-1) 

Check if the new point is too close to the 1st. point: 
and for I = 3  only check distance to the 1st. point 
and no overcrossings 

Check if the new point passes the excluded volume 
check to the 2nd to i-2 point and 
the overcrossing check CO the bonds lL2, 2-3 , ... 
up to i - 3 - - > i - 2 .  
(the indices j=2, . . i-2 take care of these two checks at the 
same time). 



go to 3334 
ind-found=ind-found+l 
go to 10 
stop 
if(dabs(c1 .lt. 1.d-12) then 

if (dabs(b) 1 1 - 2  go to 30 
t = (y( j-1) -y(i-1) /b 
tl=(t*d+x(i-1)-x( j-1) ) /e 
go to 100 

else if (dabs(e1 .It. 1.d-12) then 
if (dabs(d) .lt. 1.d-12) go CO 30 
t=(x(j-1) - x(i-l))/d 
tl=(teb+y(i-1) - y (  j-i)) /c 
go to 100 

else i f  (dabs(b) .It. 1.d-12) then 
if (dabs(c) . l t .  1-d-12) go to 30 
tl=(y(i-1) -y(]-1) /c 
t=(tlee+x(j-1) - x(i-l))/d 
go to 100 

else if (dabs(d) .lt. 1.d-12) t hen  
if (dabs(e) .lt. 1.d-12) go to 30 
tl=(x(i-1) -x( 1-11 ) /e 
t=(tlec+y( j-1) - y ( i - W b  
go to 100  

else 
if (dabs(b*e - c*d) .It. 1.d-12) 
write(6,*)b, el c l  d, b'e-c*d, i l  j 
t=(ce (x(i-1) - x ( j - 1 )  ) +e* ( y (  j-1) -y(i-1) 1 )  / (b*e-c*d) 
tl=(t*d+x(i-1) - x( j-1) ) /e 

continue 
if (((t .ge. O.do) .and. (t .le. l.dO)) .and. 

((tl .ge. O.do) .and. (tl .le. l.dO))) go to 10 
end if 

end if 
continue 
continue 

anat =nat 



s=x(l) 
a=y i 1) 
do 710 i=2, nat 
s=s+x (i) 
a=a+y ( i) 
continue 
xc=seanat-div 
yc=a*anat-div 

c Translating coordinates to the centre of mass. 

do 720 I=1, nat 
xo(i) =x(i) -xc 
yo(i) =y(i) -yc 
p=xo(i)**2+yo(i) ''2 
z=z+p 
if (i.eq.1) rtemp=p 
if (p.gt .rtemp) rtemp=p 
continue 
r=dsqrt(rtemp) 
rg-2 =z *mat-div 

call s b l  (nat, xl, x2, omega) 
call sb2 (nat, 1 , r, aa, nmax) 
call sb3 (nmax, aa, amax, a n m e a n ,  an-star) 
m=amax 
a n = = - m e a n  
w i t e  (41,900) rg-2, dsqrtkg-21, r, h, am, an, omega, b-trial 
fomt(lh, f7.3, lx, £7.3, lx, £7.3, lx, £8.4, lx, f6.4, lx, £ 8 . 4  
, l x ,  f6-4, lx, d13.7) 

b,trial=O.dO 
a-walk = ind-walk 
a-div = l.dO/a-walk 
av-rg2 = av-rg2 + rg-2 
av-r = av-r + r 
av-om = av-orn + omega 
av-om2 = av-om2 + omega'omega 
a v ~ 2  =av-r2 +r * r 
av,rg4=av_rg4 + rg-2 *rg-2 
av-rg = dsqrt (av-rg2 *a-div) 
av-h = av-h + h 
av-am = av-am + am 
av-an = av-an + an 
av-h2 = av-h2 + h*h 
av-am2 = av-am2 + am*am 
av-an2 = av-an2 + an*an 

wite(43,902) av-rg2'a-div, av-rg, av-r*a-div, 



av,om*a-div, av,h*a-div, av-am*a,div, av-an*a-div 
format (lx, 3(£7.3,1x), f6.4,1xI f8.4, lx, f6.4, lx, € 8 . 4 )  

close(41) 
close (43 ) 
a-div2 =dsqrt (a-div) 
write(6,*Ii First estimation of results for the averages ' 
factl=seg-rgnt-conf*aadiv2 
fact2=~eg~r*t~conf*a~div2 
£act3=seg~om*t~confuaadiv2 
fact4=seg-h*t_conf*a,div2 
fact5=seg-amet-conf*aadiv2 
fact6=seg-an*t-conf*a_div2 

write(6.903) av-rg, factl, av-r*a-div, fact2, av-om*a-div, facc3, 
av-h*a-div, fact4, av-amta-div, factS, av-an*a-div, fact6 

format(1h , ' Radius of gyration= ' ,  f8.3, ' + / - ' ,  €8.3, 1, 
lx, ' S p a  of the chain= ' ,  f8.3, ' + / - ' ,  £ 8 . 3 .  1 ,  
lx, ' Asphericity= ' ,  f6.4, ' + / - ' ,  f6.4, / ,  
lx, ' End-end distance= ' ,  f15.4, ' + / - ' ,  f10.4, / ,  
lx, ' Max. crossing probability= ' ,  £6.4, ' + / - ' ,  f6.4, !, 
lx, ' Mean crossing no.= ' ,  f8.4, ' + / - ' ,  £8.4) 

write(6,990) a-trial, a-random, ind-found 
fonnat(1h , ' Number of trial chains (successful or not) ' ,  d12.4, 

/ , '  Number of random numbers consumed:',dl2.4,/, 
' Number of ri+rj=i/2 conditions found= ' ,  IIO) 

end 

subroutine sbl (nat, xl, x2, a) 
implicit real*8 (a-n, 0 - 2 )  

common xo(SOO), yo(500) 

aill=yo(l) **2 
ai22=xo (1) " 2  
ai12= -xo(l) *yo(l) 
do 10 i=2, nat 
aill=aill+yo (il **2 
ai22=ai22+xo (il **2 
ai12=ail2-xo (i) *yo (i) 
continue 

if (d .lt. O.do) stop 
d=dsqrt (d) 
xl=(-b+d) /2.d0 
x2=(-b-d) / 2  .dO 
a=((xl-x2)/(xl+x2) )**2 
end 

subroutine sb2 (nat, 1, r, aa, k-old) 
implicit real*8 (a-h, 0-2) 
dimension aa (0:1000) 
common xo (500) , yo (500 1 
pi=dacos(-l.d0) 



al=l 
f actor=pi/al 
do 100 n=O, 1000 

100 aa(n)=O.dO 
d o 1 0  j = l ,  1 
npts=O 
a j = j  
phi=(aj-l.dO)*factor 
ypl= r*dsin (phi 
yp2= -r*dsin(phi) 
c=ypl- yp2 
xpl= rtdcos(phi} 
xp2= -r*dcos(phi) 
e = xpl-xp2 
do 20 I=2, nat 
b= yo(i) - yo(i-1) 
d=xo(i) - xo(i-1) 
if (dabs(c) .lt. 1.d -12) then 

if (dabs(b) .lt. 1.d-12) then 
go to 200 

200 if (dabs(yo(i1 -ypl)  .gt. 1.d-12) rhen 
go to 20 
else 
npts=npts+l 
go to 20 
end if 

else 
t=(yp2- yo(i-1) )/b 
tl=(tfd+xo(i-1) - xp2) /e 
end if 
go to 300 

else if (dabs(e) -1t. 1.d -12) 
if (dabs(d) .lt. 1.d-12) then 
go to 210 

210 if (dabs(xo(i) -xpl )  .gt. 1.d-12) then 
go to 20 
else 
npts=npts+l 
go to 20 
end if 

else 
t=(xp2-xo(i-1) 1 id 
tl=(t*b+yo(i-11 -yp2) /c 
end if 
go to 300 

else if (dabs(b) .lt. 1.d-12) then 
if (dabs(c) .lt. 1.d-12) then 
go to 220 

220 if (dabs(yp1-yo(i) 1 .gt. 1.d-12) 
go to 20 
else 
npts=npts+l 
go to 20 
end if 

else 
tl=(yo(i-1) - yp2) /C 
t= (tlee+xp2 - xo (i-1) ) /d 
end if 
go to 300 

else if (dabs(d1 .lt. 1.d-12) 



if (dabs(e) .lt. 1.d -12) then 
go to 230 

230 if (dabs (xpl-xo(i) 1 .gt. 1.d-12) then 
go to 20 
else 
npts=npts+l 
go to 20 
end if 

else 
tl=(xo (i-1) -xp2) /e 
t=(tl*c+yp2-yo(i-1) 1 /b 
end if 
go to 300 

else 
t=(c* (xo (i-1) -xp2) +et (yp2-yo(i-1) 1 ) / (b*e-c*6) 
tl= (t*d+xo (i-1) -xp2) /e 

300 if (((t.ge~O-dO).and.(t.le.l.dO))~anci.((tl.ge.O~dO)~and. 
$ (tl.le.l.dO) 1 )  
end if 

20 continue 
n=npts-l 
aa (n) =aa (n) +l . d0 

if (j.eq.1) k-old=n 
k=n 
if (k.gt.k-oldl k-old=k 

1C continue 
al,div=l.dO/al 
do 30 n=O, k-old 
aa (a) =aa (n) *al-div 

30 continue 
end 

subroutine sb3 (nmax, aa, amax, an-mean, an-star) 
implicit realt8 (a-h, 0-2) 
dimens ion aa (0 : nmax) 
dimension bmaxI0:nmax) ,n-star(10) 

do 10 kk=O,nmax 
10 bmax(kk)=O,dO 

an-mean=O.dO 
do 1 i=O, nmax 
ai=i 
anmean=an-mean+ai*aa(i) 
bmax(i)=aa(i) 

1 continue 

c the calculation of an-mean is complete, now it calculates 
c A* and N*. 

aniax=bmax ( O )  

c Amax is the maximum probability of overcrossings A*, wbereas 
c n(im) is a vector with the values of N*. the number of overcrossings 
c with probability A*. 

do 2 j=l, nmax 
if(bmax(j) .gt. amax) amax=bmax(j) 



2 continue 
im=l 
do 3 k=O, nmax 
if (dabs (bmax(k) -amax) 
gc to 3 

4 n-star (im) =k 
im= im+ 1 

3 continue 

It. 1 

c Al1 the N* values are stored in n-star(im), now we caicxlace 
c their m e a n  over im-l maxima: 

number=im- 1 
if(number.ge.10)go to 30 
anumber=number 
an,star=O.dO 
do 20 ik=l,number 
star=n-star(ik) 

20 an-star==-star+star 
an-s tar=an-s tar / a n d e r  
go to 40 

30 write (6, ) 'Found too many maxima for the 
$ probabilities! ' 
stop 

40 end 
c---------------------------------------------- 

overcrossing 

function ran-2 (i2-seed) 
implicit real*8 (a-h, 0 - 2 )  

parameter ( iml=2147483563,imS=2147483399,am=~.dO/iml, 
1 imml=iml-lIial=40014,ia2=40692,iql=53668,iq2=52774, 
2 irl=12211,ir2=3791,ntab=32,ndiv=l+imml/ntab,eps=l.2d-O7, 
3 m=l.dO-eps ) 

integer iv (ntab) 
Save iv, iy, idum2 
data idum2/123456789/, iv/ntabeO/, iy/O/ 

if(i2-seed.le.01 then 
i2,seed=max(-i2_seed,1) 
idum2=i2_seed 
do j=ntab+8,1,-1 
k=i2_seed/ iql 
i2,seed=ial*(i2-seed-k'iqll-k*irl 
if(i2-seed.lt.O) i2_seed=i2_seed+iml 
if(j.le.ntab) iv(j)=i2_seed 
enddo 
iy=iv(l) 
endi f 
k=i2_seed/iql 
i2-seed=ial*(i2-seed-k*iql)-k*irl 
if(i2-seed.lt.O) i2,seed=i2,seed+iml 
k=iduxn2 / i q 2  
idum2=ia2* (idum2-k*iq2 -k*ir2 
if(idum2.lt.O) idum2=idd+imS 
j=l+iy/ndiv 
iy=iv( j ) -idum2 
iv ( j ) =i2_seed 
if(iy.lt.l)iy=iy+imml 
ran,2=min (am*iy, rnmx) 



subroutine prcgress ( jcount , jmax, ipr int , ip~)  
implicit reale8 (a-h, 0-2) 
iprint=O 

az= j count 
ax= jmax 
az=az/ax 
d=l .dO/ax 

if ( ( (0-ldO-d) . lt .az) .and- (az-lt. (O.ldO+d) ) 
if (((0.2d0-d) -1t.a~) .and. (az-1t. (O02dO+d) ) ) 

if ( ( (0.3d0-d) .lt.az) .and. (az.1t. (O.3dO+d) ) 1 
if (((0.4d0-d).lt.az).and- (azd1tt(0.4d0+d))) 
if ( ( (0.5d0-d) -1t.a~) .and. (az-lt. (O.SdO+d) ) 1 
if (((0,6dO-d).lt.az).and.(az.lt.(0.6dO+d))) 
if (((0.7d0-d).lt.az) .andd(az.lt.(0.7d0+d)) 
if (((0.8d0-d) .lt.az) .and. (az-lt. (0.8dO+d))) 
if ( ( (0.9d0-d) .lt-az) .and. (az-lt. (OO9d0+d) 1 
return 

1 iperc=lO 
go to 10 

2 iperc=2 O 
go to 10 

3 iperc=3 0 
go CO 10 

4 iperc=4 0 
go to 10 

5 iperc=50 
go ta 10 

6 iperc=60 
go to 10 

7 iperc=70 
go to 10 

8 iperc=80 
go CO 10 

9 iperc=90 
10 iprint=l 

return 
end 

c ============================================================ 



Program "ZD-Shape-Zigzag.for" for the generation of a regular all-tram linear 

conformation and performing the corresponding shape analysis. 

PROGRAM MAIN 
IXPLICIT REAL"8 (A-H, 0-2) 
CHARACTER'120 INPUT-FILE, OUTPUT-FILE 
DIMENSION X(200), Y (200) 
DIMENSION AA(O:500) 
DIMENSION bmax(0:500), n-star(l0) 
COMMON XO(200). YO(200) 

WRITE ( 6, * ) ' ENTER INPUT-FILE IN QUOTES ' 
READ(S, * )  INPUT-FILE 

WRITE ( 6, " ) ' ENTER OUTPUT-FILE IN QUOTES ' 
READ(5, * )  OUTPUT-FILE 
WRITE(6,*) '2D-SHAPE-FOR' 

change the angle into gradient 
WRITE(6, * )  'Enter ANGLE and NAT' 
READ(5,') ANGLE, NAT 
PI=DACOS(-1 .DO) 
ANGLE=PI' (ANGLE/ 180. DO ) 
ANGLE=ANGLE/2.D0 
BL=l. SDO 
HA=BLf DSIN (ANGLE ) 
OA=BLmDCOS (ANGLE ) 

c OPEN ('JNIT=2 0, FILE=INPUT-FILE, STATUS= ' LNKlVOWN' ) 

OPEN(UNIT=Sl, FILE=ou~~u~-FILE, STATUS='WKhJOWN') 

c Here begin to form the zigzag graph 
DO IS=O, NAT-1 
AIS=IS 
REM=AIS/2.DO 
IREM=IS/ 2 
AIREM=IREM 
DIFF=REM-AIREM 

IF(DIFF.GT.1.D-07) THEN 
c odd index 

X(IS+l) =AISfKA 
Y(IS+l) =OA 

ELSE 
c even index 

X ( I S + l )  =AIS*HA 
Y(IS+l) =O.DO 

END IF 
ENDDO 

c ------ 



CLOSE (20) 

H=((x(~)-x(NAT))**2+(Y(l)-Y(NAT))++~)**(O.S) 
ANAT =NAT 
ANAT-DIV=l.DO/ANAT 

S = X ( l )  
A=Y(1) 
DO 10 1=2, NAT 
S=S+X (1 
A=A+Y ( 1 ) 

10 CONTINUE 
XC=Sf ANAT-DIV 
YC=AfANAT-DIV 
WRITE(6,*) XC, YC 
Z=O . DO 

c Translating coordinates CO the centre of mass. 

DO 2 0  I=l, NAT 
XO(1) =X(I) -xc 
YO(1) =Y(I) -YC 
P=XO(I) **2+YO(I) **2 
Z=Z+P 
IF (I.EQ.1) RTEMP=P 
IF (P.GT.RTEMP) RTEMP=P 
CONTINUE 
R=DSQRT (RTEMP 
RG-2=Z*ANAT4DIV 
CALL PM (NAT, XI, X2, OMEGA) 
WRI~E(21.100) RG-2, DSQRT(RG-2), R, XI, X2, OMEGA 
FORMAT(3X, 'RG-2=',FI5.3, / ,  

2X, 'RG=',F8.3,2XI 'R=',F9.3,2X,/, 
2X, 'Xl=',F20.2,2X, 'X2=',€15-2,2X, 'OMEGA=',F6.4) 

WRITE ( 6, * 1 ' CALLING SB1 ' 
CALL SBl(NAT, MI R I  AA, NMAX, ANS, W D I V 2 )  
WRITE ( 6, * ) ' CALLING SB2 ' 
WRITE(6,*) 'NMAX=' ,  NMAX 
WRITE(6, * )  (AA(I), I=O,NMAX) 
CALL SB2 (M, AA, AMAX, AN-l4EAN, ERROR, AN-STAR, A 2 2 ,  AM-DIV2 ) 

WRITE (21,150) H I  A M A X ,  AN_MEAN, ERROR, AN-STAR, W J P  
FORMAT (lx, 'H='0F22.4,2XI 'AMAX=',F6.4,/, 

lx, 'AN-MEAN=',F12.4, '+/-',F8-4, / ,  
lXI 'AN_STAR=' ,F16-4,2XI *NMAX='  ,I5l 

END 

SUBROUTINE PM (NAT, XI, X 2 ,  A) 
IMPLICIT R W * 8  ( A - H I  0-2) 

COMMON X0 (200) ,Y0(200) 
AIll=YO(l) **2 
AI22=X0(1) * * 2  
AI12=-XO (1) *Y0 (1) 
D û  10 I=Z,NAT 
AIll=AIlI+YO(I)**2 
AI22=AI22+XO(I) **2 
AIl2=AIl2-XO (Il 'Y0 (1) 
CONTINUE 



IF(D.LT.O.dO) STOP 
D=DSQRT ( D ) 
XI=(-B+D) /2.DO 
X2= ( - B - D )  /S. DO 
A= ( (XI-X2) / (Xl+X2) 1 '+2 
END 

SUBROWTINE SB1 (NAT, M, R, AA, K-OLD,  AU^, AM-DIV2) 
IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A-H,G-Z) 
DIMENSION AA(O:500) 
COMMON XO(2OO) ,Y0(200) 
PI=DACOS(-1.DO) 
M=99991 
AM=M 
AN2=O .DO 
FACTOR=PI/AM 
WRITE(6,') 'NAT=',NAT, 'R=', R 
DO 100 N=O, 500 

100 AA(N) =O.DO 
DO 10 J=l, M 
NPTS=O 
AJ=J 
P H I =  (AJ-1. DO) *FACTOR 
WRITE(6,*) J 
YPl=R*DSIN (PHI) 
YP2=-R'DSIN (PHI) 
C=YPl-YP2 
XPl=R*DCOS(PHI) 
XP2=-RtDCOS (PHI 1 
E=XPl -XP2 

IF (DABS(C) .LT.l.D-12) THEN 
IF (DABS (B) . LT. 1. D-12 1 THEN 

GO TO 200 
200 IF(DABS (YO(1) -YPI) .GT. 1.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 20 
ELSE 
NPTS=NPTS+l 
GO TO 20 

END IF 
ELSE 
Tz(YP2-YO(1-1) ) /B 
Tl= (TeD+XO(I-1) -XPS) /E 
END IF 
GO TO 300 

ELSE IF(DABS(E) .LT.l.D-12) THEN 
IF (DABS (D) . LT. 1. D-12) THEN 
GO TO 210 
IF(DABS(XO(1) -XPi) .GT.I.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 20 
ELSE 

NPTS=NPTS+l 
GO TO 20 



END IF 
ELSE 
T=(XP2-XO(1-1) /D 
Tl= (T*B+YO (1-1 1 -YP2 /C 
END IF 
GO TO 300 

ELSE IF(DABS(B) .LT.l.D-12) THEN 
IF (DABS(C).LT.I.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 220 
IF (DABS (YP1-YO(1) ) .GT. 1 . D - l S )  TEEN 
GO TO 20 

ELSE 
NPTS=NPTS+ 1 
GO TO 20 

END IF 
ELSE 
Tl=(YO(I-1) -YP2) /C 
T=(TleE+XP2-XO(1-1) ) /D 
END IF 
GO TO 300 

ELSE IF(DABS(D).LT.I.D-12) THEN 
IF(DAES (E) .LT. 1 .D-12) THEN 

GO TO 230 
IF(DAsS(XP1-XO(I)).GT.l.D-12) THEN 

GO TO 20 
ELSE 

NPTS=NPTS+l 
GO TO 20 

END IF 
ELSE 
Tl= (XO (1-1) -XP2) /E 
T=(TlTC+YP2-YO(1-1) ) /B 
END IF 

GO TO 300 
ELSE 

C IF(DABS(E) .LT.l .DO-6) GO TO 20 
c IF(DABS(B*E-C*D) .LT- 1.DO-12) GO TO 20 

T=(C*(XO(I-1) -XP2) +ET (YP2-YO(I-1) 1 )  / (B*E-C*D) 
Tl=iT'D+XO(I-1) -Xe21 /E 

300 IF(((T.GE.O.DO).AND.(T.LE.1.DO)).~.((Tl.GE.O.DO).~D. 
$ (T1.LE.l.DO) 1 )  NPTS=NPTS+I 

END IF 
20 CONTINUE 

N=NPTS- 1 
c WRITE (6, * 1 NPTS 
c WRITE(6,*) J, N 

AN2=AN2+N**2 
AA(N) =AA(N) +l .DO 
IF(J.EQ.1) K-OLD=N 
K=N 
IF(K.GT.K-OLD) K-OLD=K 
CONTINUE 
AM-DIV=l. DO /AM 
AM_DIVS=DSQRT(AM_DIVl 
AN2 =AN2 *AM_DIV 
DO 30 N=O , K-OLD 
AA(N) =AA(N) *AM-DIV 
CONTINUE 
END 



SUBROUTINE SBS(NMAX,AA,AMAX,AN-MEAN,ERROR,AN~STAR,AN~,AM-DXV~) 
IMPLICIT REAL'8 (A-H, 0-2) 
DIMENSION AA(O:NMAX) 
DIMENSION BMAX(O:NMAX), N-STAR(10) 

DO 10 KK=O,NMAX 
10 BMAX(KK) =O .DO 

AN_MEAN=O. DO 
T-CONF=1.960DO 
DO 1 I=O,NMAx 
AI=I 
AN MEAN=ANMEAN+AIfAA(I) 
eEwr(r) =AA(I) 
CONTINUE 
SEG=DSQRT(AN~-AN,MEAN**~~ 
ERROR=SEG*AM_DIV2*T,CONF 

c the calculation of an-mean is complete, now it caiculatss 
c A* and N*. 

c Amax is the maximum probability of overcrossings A * ,  whereas 
c n(im) is a vector with the values of N*, the number of overcrossings 
c with probability A*. 

DO 2 J=1, NMAX 
IF(BMAX(J).GT.AMAX) AMAX=BMAX(J) 

2 CONTINUE 
IM=l 
DO 3 K=O,NMEIX 
IF(DABS(BMAX(K) -AMAX) .LT.l.D-05) 
GO TO 3 

4 N-STAR ( IM =K 
IM= IM+ 1 

3 CONTINUE 

c Al1 the N* values are stored in n-star(im1, now we calculate 
c their mean over im-1 maxima: 

NUMBER=IM- 1 
IF(NUMBER.GE.10) GO TO 30 
ANUMBER=NUMBER 
AN-STAR=O.DO 
DO 20 IK=1, MMBER 
STAR=N-STAR ( IK) 

20 AN_STAR=AN_STAR+STAR 
AN-STAR=AN-STAR/AMJMBER 
GO TO 40 

30 WRITE6,*) ' Found too many maxima for the overcr. probabilities! ' 
STOP 

40 END 



Appendix 5: 

Program "formulafor" for the computation of the exact number of overcrossings in an 

di-tram Iinear chah. with bond angle "phi." me program creates a table of N us n 

values. for chahs with variable length.] 

implicit realt8 (a-h,o-z) 
C 

c Program formula. for 
c (Written by G.A. Arteca) 
C 

write(6,*) * enter phi in degrees8 
read(S,*)phi 
pi=dacos (-1 .do) 
pi-1 = 1 .dO/pi 
phi=pitphi/180.d0 
s=(dsin(phi/2.d0) ) **2 
c=(dcos(phi/2 .do) ) "2 
write(l0,') * length mean overcrossing no.' 

do 1 natom = 4,15000,2 
a tom=natom 
anav=O . d0 
suma=O . d0 

a-last = 1. do - suma 
anav=anav+(atom-2.d0)*aa1ast 

write(l0, *)natom,anav 
1 continue 

end 
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